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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701

August 18, 2022
Nevada Athletic Commission
3300 W Sahara Ave #450,
Las Vegas, NV 89102
Re: 2021 Kappa Sigma Fight Night – Executive Summary
Dear Chairman Cloobeck:
The Office of the Attorney General has completed its investigation of the 2021
“Kappa Sigma Fight Night” and Mr. Nathan Valencia’s death shortly after the
event. This Executive Summary and the full investigative report attached hereto
contain our findings.
BACKGROUND
The 2021 Kappa Sigma Fight Night event was held at the Sahara Event Center on
November 20, 2021. Nathan Valencia, a member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity, was matched against Emmanuel Aleman, a member of the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity. This match was the ninth fight of the night and billed as the Main
Event.
Immediately after the event, Mr. Valencia exhibited signs of distress and was
unable to stand as the winner of the fight was announced. He collapsed and
spectators called 9-1-1 for emergency medical services. Mr. Valencia was
transported to Sunrise Hospital by ambulance where he was placed on life support.
Mr. Valencia was removed from life support on November 23, 2021, and died shortly
thereafter.
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On November 29, 2021, the Clark County Coroner’s Office deemed Mr. Valencia’s
death a homicide. Importantly, a “homicide” is legally defined as “a killing of one
person by another” – a definition that includes accidental killings. A determination
that a “homicide” has occurred is not a per se indication that the death resulted
from a criminal act.
On that same date, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (“Metro” or the
“LVMPD”) released a statement that stated in pertinent parts:
Currently, there is no information that there is any criminality on
the part of the venue.
The Nevada Athletic Commission is the governing body in the state
of Nevada for all unarmed combat events and promoters associated
with unarmed combat. Any enforcement action for the promoter or
participants should come from their office.
At the time this statement was made, Metro’s investigation had been limited to the
sole question of whether the Sahara Event Center possessed a valid Clark County
Business license that allowed them to legally host the Fight Night event. The Office
of the Attorney General does not posess any evidence that this incident has ever
been investigated by the LVMPD Homicide Section.
Additionally, the Nevada Athletic Commission’s jurisdiction over unarmed combat
is not plenary. NRS 467.170 provides that NSAC does not have jurisdiction over:
[A]ny amateur contests or exhibitions of unarmed combat or any
combination thereof conducted by or participated in exclusively by
any school, college or university or by any association or organization
of a school, college or university, when each participant in the
contests or exhibitions is a bona fide student in the school, college or
university.
Consquently, the determination of whether the Nevada Athletic Commission had
jurisdiction over this event could only be made after assessing whether “each
participant in the contests or exhibitions is a bona fide student in the school, college
or university.”
Nevada Revised Statutes also provide that a violation of any provision of Chapter
467 may constitute a criminal offense punishable as a misdemeanor. NRS 467.180.
An unarmed combat event that does not comply with the provisions of NRS 467 and
is not encompassed by a recognized statutory exception is therefore presumptively
illegal. Notably, the Nevada Athletic Commission is neither a criminal
investigatory agency or criminal prosecuting agency and therefore not vested with
legal authority to address criminal offenses.
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The Nevada Athletic Commission subsequently referred this matter to the Attorney
General’s Office to conduct a complete investigation.
This referral was assigned to an investigative team in the Investigations Division of
the Attorney General’s Office (“AGO”). Investigators conducted a series of
interviews and secured all available surviving physical evidence from the Kappa
Sigma Fight Night. Details of these interviews and physical evidence are contained
in the attached report.
SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Key Finding #1
The UNLV chapter of Kappa Sigma promoted their 2021 Fight Night event on
social media – advertising that included the names of the participants. AGO
Investigators cross referenced these known participants against UNLV student
enrollment records and determined that several of the fighters were not enrolled at
UNLV during the Fall 2021 semester.
Since the participants of this event were not exclusively “bona fide students in the .
. . university,” the event was not exempt from NSAC oversight. Under Nevada law,
unarmed combat events not covered by any statutory exception must be sanctioned
by the Nevada Athletic Commission. For amateur boxing events, organizers must
obtain a Promoter’s License from the NSAC, register with USA Boxing, and then
obtain an event permit from the Nevada Athletic Commission. The 2021 Kappa
Sigma Fight Night did not comply with any of those additional steps required for
amateur boxing events. Unarmed combat events not properly sanctioned or
licensed by NSAC may implicate the criminal penalties of NRS 467.180. While the
NSAC had jurisdiction over this event, it does not have the ability to investigate
crimes and enforce criminal penalties.
Key Finding #2
Metro’s investigation was entirely limited to the single question of whether the
Sahara Event Center possessed a valid Clark County Business license. After
determining that it did, Metro conducted no additional inquiries into the matter.
As a result, effervescent evidence was not timely obtained and secured. This
evidence includes the boxing gloves used by Mr. Valencia’s opponent, the wraps
used by his opponent, or potential evidence of illicit substance use. These items
were critical to establish or rule out whether the hand wraps or gloves were
tampered with, or whether one opponent had an unfair advantage over the other
due to performance-enhancing or illicit substance use.
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Key Finding #3
Law enforcement statements that no crime had been committed were conclusory
and premature, and compromised any possible future prosecutions. Although
Metro’s original statement was limited to “criminality on the part of the venue,” its
December 13, 2021 statement was far broader and definitive, stating “the
circumstances surrounding his death are not criminal.” As a result, this statement
completely forclosed the possibility of any future prosecution – regardless of any
additional investigative findings.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The regulation promulgated by the Nevada Athletic Commission in the wake of this
tragedy was only a partial fix. Although the Commission now reviews schoolsponsored unarmed combat events to confirm that they comply with the parameters
of NRS 467.170, Nevada law does not specify which entity has responsibility for
oversight if NSAC does not. This issue requires a legislative fix that more clearly
transfers oversight to another recognized sanctioning body, e.g., the United States
Intercollegiate Boxing Association, USA Boxing, or an equivalent entity.
The Office additionally recommends increased collaboration between the Nevada
Athletic Commission and local law enforcement should future incidents occur.
Although the NSAC has jurisdiction over most unarmed combat in the State of
Nevada, it lacks authority to prosecute criminal infractions. Crimes related to illicit
or unsanctioned unarmed combat must therefore be investigated and prosecuted by
local law enforcement agencies as those agencies would for any other violation of
state law.
Lastly, we note that unarmed combat is an inherently dangerous sport and should
be closely supervised by trained personnel. Although unarmed combat charity
events are popular, only combatants who are sufficiently conditioned and welltrained should be allowed to participate in such events.
Respectfully Submitted By:
The Office of the Attorney General
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After Action Report
Case #:
Investigator:
Report Date:

11801-3352
A. Grant
8/10/2022

SUBJECT(s)
A.

Name:

or
Bus ness:

Aleman, Emmanuel

DOB:

A as/aka:

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:

SS#

Last First Middle

Unknown

Las Vegas, Nevada 89144
Occupat on: Unknown

VIOLATION(s)
Statute/Regu at on(s):

None

DATE / LOCATION CRIME / INCIDENT OCCURRED
11/19/2021 - Sahara Event Center, 800 E. Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

VICTIM
A.

Name:

or
Bus ness:

Valencia, Nathan Tyler (Deceased)

A as/aka:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:

DOB:

Last First Middle

N/A

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89141
Occupat on: Student

LIST OF WITNESSES
A
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Name:

Grant, Angela

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-486-

Address:

555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 3900, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
Nevada Attorney General's Office
Occupat on: Criminal Investigator II
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the details of the investigation outlined in this
Investigative Report.
Emp oyer:

B
Name:

Foster, Brent

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

808-

Address:

Las Vegas, Nevada 89118
Officer Survival Solutions
Owner / Criminal
OAG (former)
Occupat on: Investigator II (former)
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to providing assistance with the investigation as
outlined in this Investigative Report.
Emp oyer:

C
Name:

Sigarroa, Manuel

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Occupat on: Detective (former)
Can testify to contact with Aleman's step-father Lyn Julian and the
statements Julian made to him regarding events leading up to and
involving the bout.

Nature of test mony:

D
Name:

Keller, James

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

800 East Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Sahara Event Center
Occupat on: Operations Manager
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the scheduling and coordination of the Kappa Sigma
Fight Night event.
Emp oyer:
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E
Name:

Foster, Lacey

DOB:

A as/aka:

Te ephone:

Address:

SS#

702-

, Henderson, Nevada 89044

Emp oyer:

Student (UNLV)
Can testify to Valencia's preparation and health leading up to the
bout, as well as occurences on the night of the event.
Occupat on:

Nature of test mony:

F
Name:

Ortega, Maria Sandra

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

9 W. Delhi Avenue, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89032
MedicWest Ambulance
Occupat on: Paramedic
Nature of test mony:
Can testify about the response to a call for service at Sahara Events
Center and treatment and tranport provided to Valencia.
Emp oyer:

G
Name:

Castro, Jordan

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

9 W. Delhi Avenue, North Las Vegas, Nevada 89032
MedicWest Ambulance
Occupat on: Advanced EMT
Nature of test mony:
Can testify about the response to a call for service at Sahara Events
Center and treatment and tranport provided to Valencia.
Emp oyer:

H
Name:

Corona, Daniel

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

Occupat on:

Can testify about training with Valencia and the events leading up
to and including Valencia's bout with Aleman.
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I
Name:

Corsatea, Daniel

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

800 East Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Sahara Event Center
Occupat on: Owner
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the scheduling and coordination of the Kappa Sigma
Fight Night event and the occurences on the night of the event.
Emp oyer:

J
Name:

Matinez, Gilbert

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

7770 Dean Martin Drive, Unit 304, Las Vegas, Nevada 89139
Mob Boxing
Occupat on: Owner/Manager
Nature of test mony:
Can testify about Valencia's training at Mob Boxing in preparation
for his bout.
Emp oyer:

K
Name:

Iorio, Anthony

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

SS#

760-

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89113
Occupat on: Student (UNLV)
Can testify about his efforts with planning and organizing the
"Kappa Sigma Fight Night" and the occurences on the night of the
event.

L
Name:

Contreras, Rayna

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

Student (UNLV)
Can testify to her experience as a participant in the "Kappa Sigma
Fight Night" and the occurences on the night of the event.
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M
Name:

Alvarez, Michael

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

Address:

SS#

207-

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89139

Emp oyer:

Occupat on:

Nature of test mony:

Can testify to being the cornerman for Valencia and the occurences
on the night of the event.

N
Name:

Elharrar, Benjamin

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

SS#

702-

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89135
Occupat on: Student (UNLV)
Can testify to Valencia's preparation and leading up to the bout, as
well as occurences on the night of the event.

O
Name:

Escobar, Nikko

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

SS#

702-

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89138
Occupat on: Student (UNLV)
Can testify to being in the locker room with Valencia and ccurences
on the night of the event.

P
Name:

Gomez, Eutiquio

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-

Address:

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89156
Center Ring Boxing
Occupat on: President
Nature of test mony:
Can testify about Center Ring Boxing's involvement with the event,
including equipment provided.
Emp oyer:
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Q
Name:

Dutra, Timothy

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:

1704 Pinto Lane, Las Vegas, Nevada 89106
Clark County Coroner's Office
Occupat on: Medical Examiner
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to conducting the autopsy of Valencia and the related
findings.
Emp oyer:

R
Name:

McAtee, Mike

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:

USA Boxing
Occupat on: Director
Can testify to past communication with Kappa Sigma members,
including warnings about the dangers of holding such events. Can
also testify to USA Boxing standards and rules.

Nature of test mony:

S
Name:

Mullins, Jeff

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-486-2575

Address:

3300 W. Sahara Avenue, Suite 450, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Nevada State Athletic Commission
Occupat on: Executive Director
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to Nevada State Athletic Commission rules and
regulations, and subsequent changes since the event.
Emp oyer:

T
Name:

Ybarra, Alex

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-486-2575

Address:

3300 W. Sahara Avenue, Suite 450, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Nevada State Athletic Commission
Occupat on: Chief Inspector
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the inspection of evidence items presented by
investigators corresponding findings.
Emp oyer:
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U
Name:

Galvan, Aldo

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-486-2575

Address:

3300 W. Sahara Avenue, Suite 450, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Inspector/Amateur Boxing
Nevada State Athletic Commission
Occupat on: Official
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the inspection of evidence items presented by
investigators corresponding findings.
Emp oyer:

V
Name:

Black, Russ

A as/aka:

DOB:
Te ephone:

SS#

702-486-2575

Address:

3300 W. Sahara Avenue, Suite 450, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Inspector/Amateur Boxing
Nevada State Athletic Commission
Occupat on: Board Vice President
Nature of test mony:
Can testify to the inspection of evidence items presented by
investigators corresponding findings.
Emp oyer:

W
Name:

Jones, Chris

A as/aka:

DOB:

SS#

Te ephone:

Address:
Emp oyer:
Nature of test mony:

Occupat on:

Can testify to his video recording Valencia's bout and providing a
copy of the video to investigators.
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NATURE OF COMPLAINT
On December 13, 2021, the Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC) referred this case to
the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG) for review. NSAC learned, after the
fact, Kappa Sigma Fraternity (KAPPA SIGMA) held a boxing event, “Kappa Sigma Fight Night”,
which resulted in the death of one of the participants, identified as Nathan Tyler Valencia
(VALENCIA). VALENCIA was a Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity member, Nevada Beta Chapter.
VALENCIA’s opponent was later identified as Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN), Kappa Sigma
fraternity member, Kappa Alpha Chapter. The boxing event was not sanctioned by NSAC or
USA Boxing, the national governing body for Olympic-style boxing.

NARRATIVE
“Kappa Sigma Fight Night” hosted by the Kappa Sigma fraternity is a long-standing tradition,
dating back to an event first held in Alabama in 1994. These events are held by local KAPPA
SIGMA chapters across the nation to raise money for local organizations and causes.
On December 14, 2021, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant (INV. GRANT), and Criminal
Investigator Brent Foster (INV. FOSTER), were assigned to investigate the series of events
that led up to and occurred at the UNLV chapter “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” event, which was
held on November 19, 2021 and resulted in the death of 20 year old UNLV student, Nathan
Valencia.
The 2021 “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” was held at the Sahara Event Center (SEC), located at
800 East Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. The event was comprised of eighteen
participants from the following fraternities and sororities: Kappa Sigma, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Alpha Sig, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Sigma Kappa.
On October 9, 2021, VALENCIA began training at ‘Elite’ Mob Boxing gym with trainer/owner
Gilbert Martinez (MARTINEZ), in order to prepare for the KAPPA SIGMA Fight Night. Mob
Boxing Gym is located 7770 Dean Martin Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89139, Unit # 304, inside of
Ryuko Training Center. In preparation for the KAPPA SIGMA Fight Night event (November
19, 2021), VALENCIA attended the following training sessions a total of nine times:
DATE
October 9th, 2021
October 12th, 2021
October 26th, 2021
October 28th, 2021
October 29th, 2021
November 1st, 2021
November 2nd, 2021
November 4th, 2021
November 9th, 2021
KAPPA SIGMA FIGHT NIGHT INVESTIGATION

TIME
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours
0900 Hours

DAY
Saturday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tuesday
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On October 21, 2021, VALENCIA signed a “verification of eligibility to act as participant in
KAPPA SIGMA Fight Night”. (Exhibit 1)
On November 19, 2021, VALENCIA appeared at the Sahara Event Center (SEC) for the KAPPA
SIGMA Fight Night. VALENCIA entered the boxing ring at 2123 hours. The fight commenced
at 2125 hours, and subsequently concluded at 2135 hours. At 2136 hours, VALENCIA
collapsed inside of the boxing ring. A total of four phone calls were placed to 911, requesting
medical assistance. Subsequently, all four phone calls were transferred to the Clark County
Fire Department (CCFD), and at 2141 hours, the initial call requesting medical was received.
Medic West Paramedic, Maria Sandra Ortega (ORTEGA) and Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT) Jordan Castro (CASTRO), arrived on scene at 2151 hours. VALENCIA exited the SEC
on a stretcher at 2155 hours. By 2215 hours, VALENCIA was admitted to Sunrise Hospital.
Upon VALENCIA being admitted into Sunrise Hospital, doctors performed an emergency
craniotomy on VALENCIA.
On November 23, 2021, VALENCIA underwent a cerebral blood flow study, which
subsequently showed no blood flow to the brain. VALENCIA was pronounced dead at 1446
hours, on November 23, 2021, as indicated on his death certificate.
The purpose of this investigation was to identify the parties involved, to obtain all necessary
information and evidence related to the event, and to identify any deficiencies in the event
planning, preparation, and execution. This investigation is being conducted at the request of
the NSAC, to provide information to government officials, as well as the public, in an attempt
to implement safeguards and to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

HISTORY OF KAPPA SIGMA FIGHT NIGHT
The below three excerpts were extracted directly from the Kappa Sigma Fraternity website:
“Kappa Sigma is the largest college social fraternity in the world with more than
200,000 living members, including over 17,000 undergraduates and more than
300 chapters and colonies located throughout the United States and Canada.
Founded in 1869 at the University of Virginia, KAPPA SIGMA International
Headquarters is based in Charlottesville, Virginia.” The University of Nevada,
Las Vegas (UNLV) Chapter is Kappa Alpha.
“Kappa Sigma is focused upon the Four Pillars of Fellowship, Leadership,
Scholarship, and Service.”
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“Helping others is part of being a Kappa Sigma. Brothers spend thousands of
hours working in their communities and raise thousands of dollars for worthy
causes each year. From organizing park clean-ups to serving as Big Brothers to
organizing charity rock concerts, Kappa Sigmas work hard for their causes.
College is fun, but only service gives you the great feeling of knowing you’ve
helped someone and made a difference.”
“Kappa Sigma Fight Night” appears to be in line with one of the fraternity’s
stated “Four Pillars”, which is “Service”.
Yearly “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” events were held in Las Vegas starting in 2011 continuing
to 2021.
“Kappa Sigma Fight Night 2” was held on March 15, 2012, at the Tapout Training Center,
located at 4045 West Hacienda Avenue, Suite # 130, Las Vegas, Nevada 89118. Proceeds
from the event benefited Austin York (YORK), who had undergone three heart surgeries
before the age of three. The event consisted of five fights: three between brothers of the
chapter, one between a set of females from different sororities, and the final fight between
rival fraternities. Floyd Mayweather (MAYWEATHER) heard of the event's cause and
decided to cover the medical bills for YORK.
In 2015, a “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” event was held at The Pit Martial Arts and Fitness
Center, located at 930 Wigwam Parkway, Henderson, Nevada 89014. This was a charity
event that raised money for the Dave Rice Foundation for Autism.
Although it has been reported that these events occur yearly, attempts to identify specific
events (i.e., dates, times and participants, etc.) were unsuccessful.
There were earlier events held across the country by KAPPA SIGMA, which can be viewed on
YouTube. https://youtu.be/deGOjwXDmi0 These events were mainly “Mixed Martial Arts”
events. It appears “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” events are a long-standing tradition, dating
back to an event held in Alabama in 1994. These events are held by KAPPA SIGMA to raise
money for local organizations and causes.
Although the event was organized by KAPPA SIGMA, other fraternities and sororities were
invited to participate.
Featured below is the “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” flyer from the November 19, 2021, event
held at the SEC. The flyer depicts the six “Undercard” fights: Rayshaan Ridore (RIDORE) vs
Diego Zubeck (ZUBECK), Pleatheal Roberts (ROBERTS) vs Ronald Munroe (MUNROE),
Daniel Corona (CORONA) vs Joshua Chavez (CHAVEZ), Marcy Moncravie (MONCRAVIE) vs
Caren Yap (YAP), Mario Kyle (KYLE) vs Sergio Rodriguez (RODRIGUEZ), and Jake Avecilla
(AVECILLA) vs Tyler Quinn (QUINN). The “Co-Main Event” features Rayna Contreras
KAPPA SIGMA FIGHT NIGHT INVESTIGATION
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(CONTRERAS) vs Savanna Vacek (VACEK), and Nick Pinal (PINAL) vs Elyver Turla (TURLA).
The “Main Event” features Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN) vs Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA).
The eighteen participants featured in the flyer were from the following fraternities and
sororities: Kappa Sigma, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Sig, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Gamma Phi
Beta, and Sigma Kappa.
However, UNLV officials confirmed that not all event participants were enrolled in a Nevada
System of Higher Education (NSHE) institution at the time of the event (Fall 2021 semester).

Kappa S gma F ght N ght F yer, November 19, 2021 Event

The flyer featured “aptive”, also known as “Aptive Environmental” as the sponsor of the
event. Current Branch Manager, Josh Decker (DECKER), denied any sponsorship of the
Kappa Sigma Fight Night event. While he confirmed that was indeed their logo featured on
the flyer, Aptive did not sponsor such events and DECKER disavows having knowledge of
Aptive’s name and logo being represented in relation to this event.
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Former Aptive Environmental Branch Manager (2021), Forest Faulkner (FAULKNER), also
denied any sponsorship of the Kappa Sigma Fight and similarly disclaims knowledge of
Aptive’s name being represented on a flyer for the event.
This investigation later determined that Kappa Sigma fraternity member, Tyler Hobbs
(HOBBS), was a sales associate for Aptive at the time of the event. HOBBS’ supervisor at that
time, Brendon Yaki (YAKI), related that HOBBS acted on his own accord to attempt to recruit
sales representatives during the Fight Night event, unbeknownst to Aptive.

LAW ENFORCEMENT INVOLVEMENT
INFORMATION RECEIVED
On December 14, 2021, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER were advised the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) was initially assigned to investigate this incident.
On November 24, 2021, LVMPD’s Special Investigations Section (SIS) received a Work-Up
request, relative to VALENCIA’s death. This Work-Up request was completed on November
24, 2021.
LVMPD provided investigators with the LVMPD SIS Work-Up Request related to the event,
which is attached. (Exhibit 2)

UNLV DETECTIVES CONTACTED
On December 20, 2021, INV. GRANT, along with Supervising Criminal Investigator, Donch’e
King (SUP.INV. KING), Deputy Chief of Investigations, Shaun Bowen (DEP. CHIEF BOWEN),
and Chief of Investigations, William Scott (CHIEF SCOTT), met with University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV) Detectives, Nathaniel Drum (DET. DRUM) and Manuel Sigarroa (DET.
SIGARROA), at 555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 4500, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101. The
meeting was in reference to investigative work conducted by UNLV detectives regarding the
Valencia matter.
DET. SIGARROA reported that on December 16 and 22, 2021, he made contact with
Emmanuel Aleman’s (ALEMAN) stepfather, Lyn Julian (JULIAN), via telephone. According to
JULIAN, ALEMAN’s brother wrapped ALEMAN’s hands and denied any tampering with the
gloves or hand wraps. JULIAN observed the entire fight and claimed the punches thrown by
both fighters were “girl swings” and not punches that would result in any real damage, and
sometimes “people die.”
JULIAN claimed VALENCIA and ALEMAN were sparring at some point prior to the boxing
match, at which time ALEMAN hit VALENCIA in the head, nearly knocking him unconscious.
During the Attorney General investigation, investigators were unable to locate any witnesses
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or other information that corroborated JULIAN’s statement about previous sparring or a
near knock-out.
For the complete report, refer to the UNLV Information Report attached. (Exhibit 3)

INTERVIEWS
EMMANUEL ALEMAN (ATTEMPTED INTERVIEW)
VALENCIA’S OPPONENT
On December 21, 2021, at approximately 0859 hours, INV. GRANT attempted to contact
Attorney Sean Claggett (CLAGGETT), ALEMAN’s attorney, to request a meeting with
ALEMAN. CLAGGETT was unavailable at that time and a message was left requesting a return
call.
On this same date, at approximately 1114 hours, CLAGGETT called INV. GRANT back and
stated he had advised his client not to speak with law enforcement in any capacity.

JAMES KELLER
OPERATIONS MANAGER, SAHARA EVENT CENTER
On December 21, 2021, at approximately 1330 hours, INV. GRANT, and SUP. INV. KING
interviewed James Keller (KELLER), Operations Manager of the Sahara Event Center (SEC),
800 East Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. INV. GRANT explained to KELLER that the
interview was completely voluntary, and he was in no way compelled to speak with
investigators. KELLER said he understood and wished to provide a statement regarding the
Kappa Sigma Fight Night event.
KELLER stated there were approximately one hundred people in attendance at the KAPPA
SIGMA Fight Night, and KAPPA SIGMA ran all operations. KELLER could not recall how many
fights took place but estimated approximately five fights. KELLER left the event shortly after
it commenced, therefore did not watch the fight between VALENCIA and ALEMAN.
KELLER provided INV. GRANT with the contact information for “Dan” (owner of SEC). “Dan”
was later identified as Daniel Corsatea (CORSATEA).
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 4)

LACEY FOSTER
VALENCIA’S GIRLFRIEND
On December 29, 2021, at approximately 1400 hours, INV. GRANT telephonically
interviewed Lacey Foster (FOSTER), (702), girlfriend of VALENCIA. INV. GRANT
explained to FOSTER that the interview was completely voluntary, and she was in no way
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compelled to speak with investigators. FOSTER said she understood and wished to provide
a statement.
FOSTER stated that she and VALENCIA had been in a dating relationship for approximately
two and a half years. To prepare for the event, VALENCIA joined a boxing gym a month or so
prior to the event, to learn the basics of boxing and how to defend himself in the ring.
Throughout the duration of his boxing training, VALENCIA complained to FOSTER about
suffering from “bad headaches” as a result of getting hit in the head during sparring sessions.
FOSTER stated VALENCIA continued training at the boxing gym up until one week prior to
the event.
FOSTER travelled to the KAPPA SIGMA event with VALENCIA. FOSTER’s first impression
upon her arrival at SEC was that it appeared to be an unorganized, “free for all.” VALENCIA
proceeded directly to the locker room to prepare. VALENCIA was provided gloves and
headgear, but FOSTER was unaware who specifically provided this equipment to VALENCIA.
FOSTER said during one of the initial fights, she observed headgear falling off one of the
fighters, but the judges and referee allowed the fight to continue. At one point during that
fight, the girlfriend of the fighter who was losing his headgear was observed ringside,
attempting to stop the fight as she was concerned for her boyfriend’s safety.
FOSTER stated VALENCIA had only met his opponent, ALEMAN, one time previously at a
KAPPA SIGMA flag football game. FOSTER said she thought ALEMAN was “too hyped up”
during the fight and at one point ALEMAN was pounding his own head, smiling at VALENCIA,
taunting him. According to FOSTER, VALENCIA appeared to be overly exhausted during the
second and third rounds of the fight, and was attempting to get away from ALEMAN, but the
referee failed to stop the fight. FOSTER described the referee as unprofessional and observed
him looking to the judges multiple times throughout the fight for direction, as if not knowing
what he was doing. After the fight, VALENCIA returned to his corner where he subsequently
fell unconscious. FOSTER related numerous people called 911 for help. VALENCIA never
regained consciousness.
On January 03, 2022, at approximately 1231 hours, FOSTER contacted INV. GRANT and
wanted to provide additional information. FOSTER informed INV. GRANT she obtained the
name of the boxing gym where VALENCIA had been training prior to the fight. She identified
the gym as “Mob Boxing”, located at 7770 Dean Martin Drive, Suite #304, Las Vegas, NV
89139. Gilbert Martinez (MARTINEZ) was identified by FOSTER as VALENCIA’s boxing
coach.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 5)
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MARIA SANDRA ORTEGA & JORDAN CASTRO
RESPONDING PARAMEDICS
On December 30, 2021, at approximately 1412 hours, SUP. INV. KING conducted an
interview with Maria Sandra Ortega (ORTEGA - Paramedic) and Jordan Castro (CASTRO
Advanced EMT), who are employees with Medic West Ambulance, also referred to as “AMR.”
The interview was conducted at Medic West offices, located at 9 West Delhi Avenue, North
Las Vegas, NV 89032. ORTEGA and CASTRO related the following information:
The call for service was received at 2143 hours on November 19, 2021. ORTEGA and CASTRO
were dispatched to the SEC and arrived on scene at 2146 hours. All treatment was provided
by ORTEGA and CASTRO. Also present with ORTEGA and CASTRO was Resident Doctor,
Catherine Kuehne (KUEHNE), with Valley Health Systems, residential program.
Initial observations were that the scene was chaotic. A large crowd (approximately fifty to
seventy people) were outside the venue and a small crowd of people (approximately thirty)
were inside the venue. Both groups appeared to be intoxicated. There was a large presence
of young adults.
According to ORTEGA and CASTRO, the boxing ring was in the center of the venue. Upon
entering the venue, they encountered individuals who claimed to be nurses and/or
paramedics. (Note Those individuals were dressed in street clothes and not professional
attire). There were people inside of the ring attending to VALENCIA. Those individuals
appeared to be intoxicated including individuals who purported themselves to be medical
personnel. CASTRO stated he could smell alcohol coming from some of the bystanders’
breath.
When they asked bystanders if they knew VALENCIA, the bystanders replied that they did,
but were unable to coherently articulate his name. Because no one was able to identify
VALENCIA by name, ORTEGA and CASTRO deemed VALENCIA a “Gus Trauma” a medical
equivalent to “John Doe.”
When ORTEGA and CASTRO first contacted VALENCIA at 2147 hours, VALENCIA was on the
mat, in the inside of the boxing ring. VALENCIA was unconscious and unresponsive but
breathing on his own.
ORTEGA and CASTRO utilized the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), which is the most common
scoring system used to describe the level of consciousness in a person following a traumatic
brain injury as an aid to gauge the severity of an acute brain injury. The test is simple,
reliable, and correlates well with outcome following severe brain injury. The GCS measures
the following functions: eye opening, verbal response, and motor response. The highest
possible or “best response” is a 15. The lowest response is a 3, which means the patient is
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CORONA was VALENCIA’s fraternity brother in SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON (SAE) and close
friend. Prior to the event, CORONA and VALENCIA signed up to train with Gilbert MARTINEZ
at his boxing gym. CORONA was scheduled to fight in the second slot on the fight card, and
later learned his opponent, Joshua Chavez (CHAVEZ), was twenty-nine years old. According
to CORONA, these training sessions consisted of sparring, lifting weights and jumping rope.
According to www.sportslingo.com/sports-glossary/s/sparring/, sparring is a training
technique in which fighters work on punches, footwork, and defense without actually
fighting. Boxers typically wear protective gear, such as larger gloves, to provide added safety
during these practice matches. There is an understanding that training will proceed without
either individual attempting to injure the other.
CORONA stated that he observed the referee drinking throughout the event. Video footage
taken from the KAPPA SIGMA Fight Night Event corroborates CORONA’s statement, showing
the referee, identified as Christopher Eisenhauer (EISENHAUER), consuming a beer during
the event.
CORONA spent time with VALENCIA in the locker room prior to his fight. He believed
VALENCIA was in good health at the time of the event, and had eliminated all alcohol and
drug use approximately one month prior to the event. CORONA reported that he heard
rumors VALENCIA’s opponent, ALEMAN, was under the influence of an illicit substance at
the time of the fight.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 7)
On February 08, 2022, at approximately 1542 hours, CORONA contacted INV. GRANT with
additional information. CORONA related that SAE fraternity member, Chris Jones’ (JONES)
had ringside video footage of VALENCIA’s entire fight, and provided contact information for
JONES.
On this same date, INV. GRANT subsequently contacted JONES and requested the ringside
video footage of VALENCIA. JONES voluntarily provided INV. GRANT with his recorded
footage.
Upon INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER viewing the ringside footage, it appeared to be recorded
from ringside, and was relatively close-up. The footage was clear, and investigators were
able to observe the fight without obstruction.
The complete video provided is attached. (Exhibit 8)
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organized. CORSATEA described the boxers in this event as inexperienced fighters, with
little to no boxing skills. CORSATEA observed some of VALENCIA’s fight, and he was of the
opinion nothing he saw warranted a stoppage of the fight.
CORSATEA stated that Anthony Iorio (IORIO), of KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity was the organizer
of the fight. According to CORSATEA, IORIO arranged for three judges, two Emergency
Medical Technicians (EMTs), and three nurses to be on site to provide medical services.
CORSATEA stated due to the Fight Night being a charity event, there was no ambulance on
standby at the event. CORSATEA also stated the medical staff on scene were not readily
identifiable.
CORSATEA observed a female fighter’s headgear shifting and coming loose during one of the
fights. CORSATEA did not see this to be a persistent issue throughout the duration of the
other fights.
CORSATEA reported at no time was VALENCIA knocked down during in his fight, but he
collapsed after the conclusion of the bout. One of the nurses that had attended to VALENCIA
told CORSATEA she had observed dry blood in VALENCIA’s nose, which she was of the
opinion, through her training and experience, was indicative of cocaine use.
CORSATEA never entered the locker rooms, nor did he inspect any of the boxing gear. A full
video of the fight night event was captured on the SEC surveillance camera, which CORSATEA
gave a copy to investigators.
On January 19, 2022, CORSATEA provided INV. GRANT with a USB drive containing his
surveillance footage of the entire event.
Upon INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER viewing the surveillance footage, it appeared to be
recorded from a distance, and the footage was grainy. Therefore, it provided no real useful
information for this inquiry.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information and video footage attached.
(Exhibit 9 and Exhibit 10)
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MARTINEZ asked if they were going to have weigh-ins before the fight. They said “no” and
that they were going to just be “matched up” with other fighters. MARTINEZ told them to
make sure they were matched up with someone their own size and with the same amount of
experience, because boxing is not a game. VALENCIA and his friend said they understood.
MARTINEZ said he teaches a boxing class at UNLV. One of Martinez’ students said KAPPA
SIGMA has been holding these charity events for years.
MARTINEZ related that the boxing events at his gym are always sanctioned through USA
Boxing, and have the appropriate doctors present to inspect the fighters. Fighters are
required to weigh in and must be within five pounds of each other. The fighters must also
be matched up according to experience. During their training, MARTINEZ had VALENCIA
and his friend spar with experienced fighters at the gym. He instructed his fighters not to hit
them hard, but explained it was to help VALENCIA and his friend get comfortable in the ring.
MARTINEZ provided investigators with a printout of the days VALENCIA attended training.
MARTINEZ also indicated he would classify VALENCIA’s boxing level as beginner with no
experience. VALENCIA was in the ring with MARTINEZ’ fighters “a handful of times.”
At no time did VALENCIA incur any head injuries while training at MARTINEZ’ gym.
MARTINEZ’ boss at UNLV told him he knew of the events occurring, and they were not
affiliated with UNLV. Any type of event involving boxing/fighting should be regulated by
USA Boxing. MARTINEZ believed that sanctioning these events it would require the events
to be regulated, which would make the event safer. If the event was sanctioned, all fighters
would get a physical, a doctor would have to be present ringside at the event, there would be
an ambulance on site, and an experienced referee would be controlling the matches.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 11)
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A representative from CRB helped erect the boxing ring the day of the event at the SEC. IORIO
transported the ring in a U-Haul truck from CRB to the SEC. Prior to the event, he reached
out to all the other fraternities and sororities to solicit participation in the charity event.
VALENCIA was one of the first people who expressed interest in participating in the event.
IORIO said he was at the event the entire night. He arranged for three nurses to be ringside
at the event. He had no EMTs scheduled at the event, but there happened to be a husbandand-wife couple who were both EMTs in attendance that night. The husband is a fraternity
brother of KAPPA SIGMA.
Before each fight, either IORIO or another executive member of KAPPA SIGMA went into the
locker room and get the fighters into the ring. There were no official equipment inspections,
but IORIO would ask each fighter if the equipment was good to go before he had them walk
out to the ring for their bout.
IORIO did not see VALENCIA during the event until his fight. IORIO knew VALENCIA “a little
bit” but some of his brothers in his fraternity had known him for a while. According to IORIO,
the first time ALEMAN and VALENCIA met was before their fight on the night of the event.
IORIO stated the fight involving ALEMAN and VALENCIA was not a grudge match, and no
“bad blood” existed between them. The sole purpose for the event was to raise money for
CRB.
ALEMAN and VALENCIA spoke before the fight about putting on a good show for the crowd.
After the fight, ALEMAN and VALENCIA hugged and said good job to each other. Shortly
thereafter, VALENCIA collapsed.
IORIO said he watched most of the fight, but he was running around working during portions
of it. IORIO stated ALEMAN and VALENCIA were both very popular and very fit. VALENCIA
was never knocked down during the fight. VALENCIA was warned about hitting ALEMAN in
the back of the head. Nobody took any hard hits during the fight.
IORIO requested assistance with obtaining a referee for the event from CRB, but there were
no referees available due to a conflicting boxing event. Therefore, an older brother of a
KAPPA SIGMA member volunteered to referee the fights. The volunteer referee supposedly
trained in Mixed Martial Arts/combat sports for approximately ten years. The referee
officiated all fights that night. Two of the judges were friends of the referee, and the third
was IORIO’s high school friend.
IORIO thought VALENCIA possibly had heat exhaustion, but his condition worsened. The
referee signaled to the nurses to enter the ring to render aid. The nurses tried administering
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first aid to VALENCIA but were unsuccessful. They subsequently called 911. IORIO said
rumors circulated that VALENCIA may have been under the influence of drugs.
According to IORIO, all proceeds from the event went to VALENCIA’s GoFundMe account.
IORIO relayed that tickets for the Fight Night event were listed on “Ticket Spice” for $20.00,
$30.00, and $40.00 dollars each. Additionally, Tyler Hobbs (HOBBS) donated approximately
$1,000.00 dollars. Bar beverage sales went directly to the SEC. The total amount donated to
VALENCIA’s GoFundMe account was $10,400.00 dollars. VALENCIA’s girlfriend, Lacey Foster
(FOSTER), who was the organizer of VALENCIA’s GoFundMe account, confirmed receipt of
the above-mentioned donation.
IORIO agreed to send all requested contact information relating to participants, to INV.
GRANT. IORIO stated he would contact ALEMAN and see if he was willing to speak to
investigators about the fight.
Later that same day, IORIO contacted INV. GRANT and identified the referee as Christopher
Eisenhauer (EISENHAUER), and judges Michael Erbst (ERBST), Greg Johnson (JOHNSON)
and Matthew Houchins (HOUCHINS). Additionally, IORIO identified the nurses as Thelmina
Alcantara (ALCANTARA), Julie Pagano (PAGANO), and Lynda Manalaysay (MANALAYSAY).
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 13)

RAYNA CONTRERAS
PARTICIPANT, KAPPA SIGMA FIGHT NIGHT EVENT
On January 19, 2022, at approximately 1530 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER
interviewed Rayna Contreras (CONTRERAS), in Las Vegas, Nevada 89113. It was explained
to CONTRERAS that the interview was completely voluntary, and she was in no way
compelled to speak with investigators. CONTRERAS said she understood and wished to
provide a statement.
CONTRERAS said she was a participant in the fight night and stated the event was “prepared
as safely as possible.” CONTRERAS described her sixteen-ounce gloves feeling like
“cushions” and light on her hands. CONTRERAS recalled becoming overly hot and exhausted
during her fight, which she attributed to the large crowd and her adrenalin rush. At no time
during her fight did CONTRERAS feel unsafe.
CONTRERAS observed VALENCIA’s fight from start to finish, and stated she felt it was
“handled the way it should have been.” It appeared to CONTRERAS that VALENCIA’s
opponent, ALEMAN, was taking more hits than VALENCIA, and VALENCIA was winning the
fight. According to CONTRERAS, both VALENCIA and ALEMAN looked to be physically ok
and in no real danger throughout the duration of their fight.
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CONTRERAS is a current nursing student at UNLV and through her training and experience
in the medical field, CONTRERAS’ opinion was VALENCIA’s death could have been the result
of an undiagnosed, pre-existing condition, or possible drug use.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 14)

MICHAEL ALVAREZ
VALENCIA’S CORNERMAN
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER
interviewed Michael Alvarez (ALVAREZ), VALENCIA’s cornerman, in Las Vegas, Nevada
89139. INV. GRANT explained to ALVAREZ that the interview was completely voluntary and
he was in no way compelled to speak with investigators. ALVAREZ said he understood and
wished to provide a statement.
ALVAREZ was present at the KAPPA SIGMA event, as a cornerman for SAE fraternity student,
Tyler Quinn (QUINN). ALVAREZ was approached by the other SAE fraternity members that
were fighting and was asked to be the cornerman in their fights as well. ALVAREZ had
previously cornered individuals in this same event, two years prior.
ALVAREZ has been boxing since he was five years old and currently trains at Extreme
Couture and Game Changers gyms.
ALVAREZ is an SAE fraternity member but did not know VALENCIA well, as VALENCIA was
a newer member. ALVAREZ spent some time with VALENCIA in the locker room, prior to his
fight, as well as in between the fights he was cornering. VALENCIA was preparing by putting
on canvas training wraps, and ALVAREZ was holding mitts for VALENCIA. When asked if
VALENCIA was sparring with anyone in the locker room prior to his fight, ALVAREZ stated
no, and he would not have allowed it. ALVAREZ reported VALENCIA appeared to be the most
skilled of all the SAE fighters.
During the first round of VALENCIA’s fight, both fighters appeared to be landing strikes, but
nothing significant to warrant a stoppage of the fight. When VALENCIA was in the corner
after the first round, he was coherent and acknowledged what ALVAREZ was instructing him
to do in the second round. ALVAREZ knew the referee that night was not a licensed referee,
and ALVAREZ stated if he observed VALENCIA taking consecutive strikes to the head, he
would have stopped the fight himself. After the second round, VALENCIA was in his corner
and appeared “really gassed” and was breathing heavily. According to ALVAREZ, VALENCIA
did not get knocked down at any point during the fight.
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Once the fight ended, VALENCIA returned to his corner and leaned on the ring ropes while
he was trying catch his breath. ALVAREZ and others were trying to get VALENCIA to sit
down, which he subsequently did after a short period of time. VALENCIA was called to the
center of the ring to announce the winner but could not get up.
At that time, a fight broke out in the crowd and out of worry for ALVAREZ’s ex-girlfriend,
ALVAREZ exited the ring to find out what was going on in the crowd. When ALVAREZ
returned to the ring, approximately twenty seconds later, VALENCIA was laying on the
ground. ALVAREZ proceeded to help get people out of the ring and asked people to get ice.
ALVAREZ thought perhaps VALENCIA had a bad concussion, as observed by VALENCIA’s
eyes rolling around and his body twitching.
SAE fraternity member, Benjamin Elharrar (ELHARRAR) entered the ring and tried to help
VALENCIA. Additionally, two women in civilian wear, claiming to be nurses entered the ring
to assist VALENCIA. Ice was placed under VALENCIA’s neck and armpits, and at some point,
a 911 call was placed.
ALVAREZ explained there was a KAPPA SIGMA glove runner who was responsible for
retrieving both pairs of boxing gloves and headgear at the conclusion of each bout and
providing them to the fighters for the next bout. There were only two pairs of gloves used
for the entire event, and ALVAREZ was told SAE members were not allowed to use their own
gloves. ALVAREZ refused to let VALENCIA wear the headgear provided by KAPPA SIGMA
due to the fitment issues the previous fighters experienced. ALVAREZ provided VALENCIA
with his own “Aiba”, USA Boxing certified headgear, which he stated is used at the national
level. ALVAREZ produced the actual headgear VALENCIA wore during the fight and OAG
investigators took custody of the headgear.
Since hand wraps were not checked, ALVAREZ stated it was a possibility fighters could have
put something in their hand wraps, like a “roll of quarters”. ALVAREZ reported hearding
from various people in the crowd VALENCIA’s opponent, ALEMAN, was “crazy” and “takes
medicine.”
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 15)
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BENJAMIN ELHARRAR
VALENCIA’S FRATERNITY BROTHER/FRIEND
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1500 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER
interviewed Benjamin Elharrar (ELHARRAR), VALENCIA’s fraternity brother/friend in Las
Vegas, Nevada 89135. It was explained to ELHARRAR that the interview was completely
voluntary, and he was in no way compelled to speak with investigators. ELHARRAR said he
understood and wished to provide a statement.
ELHARRAR is an SAE fraternity member and was one of VALENCIA’s closest friends.
ELHARRAR observed the referee drinking throughout the event and looking as if he did not
know what he was doing. ELHARRAR described the event as unprofessional and
unorganized. ELHARRAR was with VALENCIA in the locker room, prior to VALENCIA’s fight.
VALENCIA trained for two months prior to the event and cut out all alcohol and drug use in
recent months. Additionally, VALENCIA lost between ten to fifteen pounds to make weight
for the event.
ELHARRAR stated the gloves were not checked before each fight, and ALEMAN was seen
wearing his gloves at least forty-five minutes prior to his fight. Nothing ELHARRAR observed
of VALENCIA’s fight made him think VALENCIA would have succumbed to serious injury.
ELHARRAR was offered cocaine in the bathroom by a KAPPA SIGMA fraternity member.
ELHARRAR was under the impression many KAPPA SIGMA fraternity members were under
the influence of cocaine during the event.
Due to ALEMAN’s erratic behavior in the ring, and his ability to not tire throughout the fight,
ELHARRAR questioned if there was some sort of “foul play.” Specifically, ALEMAN may have
been under the influence of an illicit substance or that he had packed his gloves.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 16)

NIKKO ESCOBAR
VALENCIA’S FRATERNITY BROTHER/FRIEND
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1621 hours, INV. FOSTER and INV. GRANT
interviewed Nikko Escobar (ESCOBAR), VALENCIA’s fraternity brother/friend in Las Vegas,
Nevada, 89135, which is the residence of ELHARRAR. While interviewing ELHARRAR, he
called ESCOBAR and told him we were there speaking to him about VALENCIA, and we would
like to speak to him. ESCOBAR immediately drove to our location to speak with investigators.
Upon his arrival, INV. FOSTER explained that the interview was completely voluntary, and
ESCOBAR was in no way compelled to speak with investigators. ESCOBAR said he
understood and wished to provide a statement.
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ESCOBAR stated he and his friend, ELHARRAR, went to the event at SEC together. They
arrived during the second or third fight of the night.
ESCOBAR said he noticed ALEMAN’s hands were wrapped long before the fight. He further
said he and ELHARRAR were in VALENCIA’s corner during his fight.
Before the fight, ESCOBAR was in the locker room with VALENCIA. VALENCIA appeared to
be “tuned in” and ready to fight. He observed no sparring before the fight and said VALENCIA
did not appear to be injured prior to his fight.
During the first round, ESCOBAR said “VALENCIA was gassed, he’s just tired but still really
able to fight”. During the second round, VALENCIA was still tired. During the third round,
VALENCIA took some shots but is still able to fight, and ESCOBAR did not notice any “power
punches” hitting VALENCIA. ESCOBAR noticed VALENCIA’s nose started to bleed, and
VALENCIA appeared exhausted. The remainder of the round VALENCIA was just running
around trying to catch his breath.
After the fight, VALENCIA was “out of it” and cannot make it to the center of the ring for the
winner announcement. He tried to sit down on the corner stool but fell over onto the ground.
ESCOBAR said people swarmed the ring to render aid. At this time ESCOBAR thinks
VALENCIA is just dehydrated, but then VALENCIA starts shaking as if having a seizure.
Medics finally arrive. VALENCIA starts vomiting and becomes unresponsive.
ESCOBAR said no big punches stood out to him, and he didn’t think VALENCIA could suffer
that type of injury when using gloves and headgear. He also said the referee was not
experienced.
ESCOBAR expressed his belief that foul play was involved because of ALEMAN’s increased
energy throughout the fight. He said KAPPA SIGMA and SAE are very competitive with each
other, and he feels KAPPA SIGMA would do anything to win the fight. Further, he stated
ALEMAN used a different pair of gloves instead of using the gloves provided for the fighters.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 17)

EUTIQUIO GOMEZ
PRESIDENT, CENTER RING BOXING
On February 16, 2022, at approximately 1330 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER
attempted to contact Eutiquio Gomez (GOMEZ) at Center Ring Boxing (CRB), located at 5710
Judson Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89156. INV. GRANT left a business card with staff at CRB,
as GOMEZ was not at CRB at the time. On February 17, 2022, at approximately 1000 hours,
INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER interviewed GOMEZ, at 555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 3900,
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DOCTOR TIMOTHY DUTRA –
CLARK COUNTY CORONER’S OFFICE
On February 15, 2022, at approximately 0911 hours, INV. GRANT contacted Nicole Charlton
(CHARLTON) of the Clark County Coroner’s Office. INV. GRANT requested that Dr. DUTRA
review the ringside video footage of VALENCIA’s fight, to opine whether he believed
VALENCIA’s injuries were consistent with the punches he suffered during the fight.
CHARLTON requested INV. GRANT deliver the footage to the Coroner’s Office for Dr. DUTRA.
On February 16, 2022, at approximately 0830 hours, INV. GRANT provided DUTRA with the
ringside video footage, for his review.
On March 9, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER interviewed
Dr. Timothy Dutra (DUTRA) at the Clark County Coroner’s Office, located at 1704 Pinto Lane,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106. DUTRA was advised the interview was voluntary and he was not
compelled to speak with investigators. DUTRA provided the following information:
DUTRA watched the ringside video footage provided by investigators, and stated that in his
medical opinion, the injuries VALENCIA suffered were consistent with blows he sustained
during the fight. DUTRA’s original autopsy report/findings and cause of death (blunt force
head trauma) which were listed on VALENCIA’s death certificate, remained unchanged.
DUTRA explained a previous subdural head injury would have resulted in a membrane
forming on the brain, which was not present at the time of VALENCIA’s autopsy. As a result,
DUTRA found no need to request further testing from a neuropathologist and subsequently
described this as a “straightforward case”. DUTRA concluded and reported VALENCIA’s
injuries to be consistent with acute head trauma, and a previous head injury would have been
accompanied by “obvious symptoms”, such as headaches.
For the complete report, refer to the Report of Information attached. (Exhibit 20)
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RECORD REVIEWS
CORONER’S AUTOPSY REPORT REQUEST
On December 14, 2021, INV. GRANT contacted the Clark County Coroner’s Office, via email,
requesting the autopsy and toxicology reports for VALENCIA. Shortly thereafter, INV.
GRANT received an email reply from Nicole Charlton (CHARLTON) stating the autopsy
report was not yet complete. CHARLTON informed INV. GRANT once the report was
complete, a copy would be provided to her.

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION FROM LVMPD COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
On December 22, 2021, at approximately 1422 hours, INV. GRANT contacted the LVMPD
Communications Division, to obtain the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) report generated
from 911 calls from the boxing incident.
On January 6, 2022, at approximately 0951 hours, LVMPD Communications Division
informed INV. GRANT that the four 911 calls were medical calls only, and that LVMPD was
not dispatched to respond, therefore no CAD report was generated. All four callers were
transferred to the Clark County Fire Department (CCFD).

CORONER’S REPORT OF INVESTIGATION / AUTOPSY REPORT RECEIVED
On January 04, 2022, at approximately 1424 hours, INV. GRANT received the Coroner’s
Report of Investigation, as well as the Autopsy Report.
INV. GRANT was made aware that due to the decedent being hospitalized for several days
prior to death, he underwent organ donation and admission specimens were destroyed.
Therefore, toxicology was not requested by the forensic pathologist.
DUTRA opined VALENCIA’s cause of death was the result of blunt force head trauma. Manner
of death was deemed a homicide.
For the complete reports, refer to the Coroner’s Report of Investigation and Autopsy Report
attached. (Exhibit 21)

SUNRISE HOSPITAL ADMISSION/BLOOD/TOXICOLOGY REPORT REQUEST
On January 12, 2022, INV. GRANT contacted Sunrise Hospital to request all medical records
relative to this investigation. Per Sunrise Hospital Medical Records staff, INV. GRANT was
instructed to contact Ciox Nashville, which is the third-party vendor who controls Sunrise
Hospital Medical Records.
INV. GRANT subsequently contacted Ciox Nashville and requested the medical reports.
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SUNRISE HOSPITAL ADMISSION / BLOOD / TOXICOLOGY REPORT RECEIVED
On January 26, 2022, at approximately 0830 hours, INV. GRANT received the Sunrise
Hospital medical records which she requested on January 12, 2022, from Ciox Nashville.
VALENCIA arrived at Sunrise Hospital with a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) of 3. A CT scan of
the brain revealed a large left subdural hematoma, measuring 1.5 cm. An emergency
craniotomy was performed, but despite the decompressive surgery VALENCIA remained
completely unresponsive.
On November 23, 2021, VALENCIA underwent a cerebral blood flow study which showed no
blood flow to the brain, subsequently resulting in brain death. VALENCIA’s time of death was
November 23, 2021, at 1446 hours.
For the detailed records, refer to the Sunrise Hospital medical records attached. (Exhibit 22)

REQUEST FOR AMR TRANSPORT RECORDS
On February 01, 2022, at approximately 1329 hours, INV. GRANT requested all medical and
transport records from American Medical Response (AMR), which is the company who
transported VALENCIA to Sunrise Hospital from SEC.

AMR TRANSPORT RECORDS RECEIVED
On March 28, 2022, at approximately 1145 hours, INV. GRANT received AMR medical
records from MediCopy, relative to VALENCIA’s transport from SEC to Sunrise Hospital.
AMR medics contacted VALENCIA inside of the boxing ring, where he presented unconscious,
unresponsive, laying in the supine position, with a GCS of 3. VALENCIA was initially
breathing on his own, and aside from blunt force head trauma, his physical exam appeared
unremarkable. VALENCIA was eventually administered oxygen and transported to Sunrise
Hospital, accordingly.
For the detailed records, refer to the AMR MediCopy records attached. (Exhibit 23)

NEVADA STATE BOARD OF NURSING INFORMATION RECEIVED
On March 1, 2022, at approximately 1403 hours, investigators conducted an online search
of the Nevada State Board of Nursing website. Thelmina Alcantara (ALCANTARA), Julie
Pagano (PAGANO), and Lynda Manalaysay (MANALAYSAY) were all discovered to be
registered nurses with the Nevada State Board of Nursing, at the time of the boxing event,
and to date.
For the detailed records, refer to the Nevada State Board of Nursing records attached.
(Exhibit 24)
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).

BOXING AUTHORITIES CORRESPONDENCE AND INSPECTION
USA BOXING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CONTACTED
On January 03, 2022, at approximately 0739 hours, INV. GRANT contacted USA Boxing
Director, Mike McAtee (MCATEE). MCATEE was aware of the boxing incident involving
VALENCIA and stated his intention was to assist investigators in any way possible,
throughout the course of our inquiry.
MCATEE relayed he could provide correspondence from previous years’ unsanctioned
charity boxing events, held by KAPPA SIGMA.
The correspondence established
communications between USA Boxing and KAPPA SIGMA, warning the fraternity of the
dangers of holding these events. Additionally, MCATEE provided the fraternity with nine
links to USA Boxing’s website regarding rules and regulations.
In one email correspondence provided by MCATEE, Rosie Fain (FAIN) of USA Boxing stated
she became aware of a boxing event being held in which attendees were being charged at the
door. City Athletic Boxing, an unrelated boxing gym in the Las Vegas area, was advised
anytime you charge at the door for entry to an event such as this, it becomes a sanctioned
event. Copies of the rules and regulations for sanctioned events were attached in the email.
For the complete report, refer to the USA Boxing Rules and Regulations packet attached.
(Exhibit 26)
On January 30, 2022, INV. GRANT received an email thread from Mike McAtee showing
correspondence between USA Boxing and the Nevada Local Boxing Committee (NV LBC)
regarding concerns over unsanctioned boxing events in the recent past.
For further information, refer to email thread attached. (Exhibit 27)

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM NSAC
On February 09, 2022, at approximately 1631 hours, investigators received information
from NSAC which indicated both CORSATEA and Lyn Julian (JULIAN), ALEMAN’s stepfather,
were not licensed with NSAC in any capacity.
On March 02, 2022, at approximately 0958 hours, investigators received information that
referee Christopher Eisenhauer (EISENHAUER), and judges Michael Erbst (ERBST), Greg
Johnson (JOHNSON) and Matthew Houchins (HOUCHINS) were not licensed with NSAC in
any capacity.
For further information, refer to email thread attached. (Exhibit 28)
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BOXING EQUIPMENT INSPECTION AT NSAC OFFICE
On March 28, 2022, at approximately 1500 hours, INV. GRANT and INV. FOSTER, met with
Jeff Mullins (MULLINS), Executive Director of the Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC),
along with Alex Ybarra (YBARRA), Chief Inspector of NSAC, Aldo Galvan (GALVAN), NSAC
Inspector/Amateur Boxing Official, and Russ Black (BLACK), NSAC Inspector/Nevada
Amateur Boxing Board Vice President. Hereinafter I will refer to this group of NSAC agents
as “the team”.
INV. FOSTER and I brought the two sets of headgear and gloves provided to us by Center
Ring Boxing (OAG Property / Evidence Items #2, #3), as well as the red “Adidas” brand,
“AIBA” (Association Internationale de Boxe Amateur) approved headgear provided to us by
Michael ALVAREZ and worn by VALENCIA (OAG Property / Evidence Item #1), to the NSAC
office for inspection.
The team visually and physically inspected all gloves and headgear, which included weighing
each glove. Upon inspection, the following information was provided:
•

Evidence Item #1 (“Adidas” brand boxing headgear worn by VALENCIA): Upon
inspection, MULLINS stated that this item was in good condition. He further verified
the hologram sticker affixed to the item which indicated it was certified by USA
Boxing for competition.

•

Evidence Item #2 (“Ringside” brand headgear and one pair of “9 Dragons”
brand boxing gloves): Upon inspection, MULLINS stated the headgear was in good
condition, but on the cheaper side, and not approved for competition. The gloves are
intended for training, not competition. However, training gloves have more padding
and should theoretically be safer for unskilled fighters. The right glove weighed 15.5
ounces, and the left glove weighed 15.6 ounces. Both gloves appeared to have ample
padding, and no deformities.

•

Evidence Item #3 (“Ringside” brand headgear and one pair of “9 Dragons”
brand boxing gloves): Upon inspection, MULLINS stated the headgear was in good
condition, but on the cheaper side, and not approved for competition. The gloves are
intended for training, not competition. However, training gloves have more padding
and should theoretically be safer for unskilled fighters. The right glove weighed 15.0
ounces, and the left glove weighed 15.1 ounces. Both gloves appeared to have ample
padding, and no deformities.

A still image of VALENCIA’s opponent, ALEMAN, was provided to the team. The image was
retrieved from the ringside video received from Chris Jones (JONES) (Exhibit 29). The image
portrayed ALEMAN in his corner wearing readily visible “Everlast” brand boxing gloves. The
team agreed ALEMAN’s gloves appeared to be between 14 and 16 ounces and would not have
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SUMMARY
On November 19, 2021, the KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity held an event called “Kappa Sigma
Fight Night” at the Sahara Events Center. This was an event which involved members of
different fraternities and sororities competing against each other in the sport of boxing.
The money raised from this event was to be donated to Center Ring Boxing (CRB), which is
a non-profit boxing gym in Las Vegas, Nevada. Center Ring Boxing provided two sets of
gloves and headgear, as well as a boxing ring for the event.
The Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC) has jurisdiction over all contests or
exhibitions of unarmed combat, pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) 467.070.
Although NRS 467.170 (Amateur contest or exhibition of school, college or university
exempted from provisions of chapter) allows an exemption for such an event, Investigators
found that not all event participants were enrolled at UNLV, or any other Nevada System of
Higher Education (NSHE) institution, during the fall 2021 semester. NRS 167.170 specifically
requires that “each participant in the contests or exhibitions is a bona fide student in the
school, college or university.” Based on this information, the Kappa Sigma Fight Night event
did not qualify for an exemption.
This event involved nine matches of individuals paired up by gender and popularity. The
main event was between Nathan VALENCIA and Emmanuel ALEMAN.
The main event took place as scheduled and during the fight neither opponent was knocked
down or out. However, shortly after the match VALENCIA collapsed, became unresponsive,
and was transported by paramedics to Sunrise Hospital. Over the following days, it was
determined by medical professionals VALENCIA had suffered critical injuries during the
fight. Valencia’s family subsequently chose to discontinue life sustaining measures and
VALENCIA succumbed to his injuries.
During the investigation it was determined all fighters used the same two sets of gloves and
headgear provided by CRB, except VALENCIA and ALEMAN. VALENCIA used Michael
ALVAREZ’ headgear, while ALEMAN used his own gloves. All equipment, with the exception
of ALEMAN’s gloves, were retrieved and provided to the NSAC for inspection. After
inspection, the NSAC determined the gloves and headgear were in good working order, but
the equipment provided by Center Ring Boxing was only rated for training, not for
competition.
Because ALEMAN and his family refused to speak with law enforcement, investigators were
unable to recover ALEMAN’s gloves, despite numerous attempts to contact ALEMAN’s
attorney, Sean CLAGGETT. Although ALEMAN’s gloves were unable to be retrieved and
inspected, investigators provided NSAC inspectors a photograph of the gloves ALEMAN wore
during the fight. Inspectors estimated the gloves were between 14 and 16 ounces, and
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absent any alterations not apparent in the photograph, would have been appropriate for the
match.
Upon speaking with numerous participants and event attendees, no witness provided any
evidence the equipment was tampered with or made statements indicating criminal intent.
During the investigation it was also determined the “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” event was not
sanctioned by USA Boxing or the Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC). Due to this fact,
many protocols which are critical to the fighters’ safety in a sanctioned boxing event, were
not adhered to.
Some of these protocols include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-fight weigh-in
Pre-fight medical physical
Inspection of hand wraps
Inspection of gloves
Inspection of headgear
Certified Referee
Certified Judges
Doctor(s) at ringside
Ambulance staged at venue

Although the fight was considered a charity event, it would have been appropriate to pair all
opponents by size and overall boxing experience / skill level. Even though VALENCIA and
ALEMAN were not weighed in prior to the fight, through observation of the video, no obvious
size or skill level discrepancy was observed by investigators.
It should be noted KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity has numerous chapters across the United States
and Canada. It appears “Kappa Sigma Fight Night” events are a long-standing tradition,
which dates back to an event held in Alabama in 1994. The local events in Las Vegas date
back to 2011.
The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) initially reviewed the incident.
Based upon their preliminary review, LVMPD determined there was no violation of law, and
therefore closed their case without any further investigation.
The Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC) referred this incident to the State of Nevada,
Office of the Attorney General (OAG) and requested the OAG investigate the matter. This
investigation was subsequently assigned to Criminal Investigators Angela Grant (INV.
GRANT) and Brent Foster (INV. FOSTER).
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UNLV Detectives were initially involved in the investigation based on their previous contact
and interaction with ALEMAN’s family. UNLV Detectives provided an Information Report,
which outlined their interaction with ALEMAN’s stepfather, Lyn JULIAN, who, after providing
a few speculative statements, stated the family had obtained representation and would not
speak with law enforcement regarding this incident.
Dr. Timothy DUTRA of the Clark County Coroner’s Office listed VALENCIA’s cause of death as
“Blunt force head trauma.” Upon Dr. DUTRA watching the video footage of the fight, he
indicated it corroborated his findings. Specifically, the blows Dr. DUTRA observed VALENCIA
sustain during the fight were consistent with the injuries identified during autopsy. Dr.
DUTURA indicated a previous head injury would have been accompanied by symptoms such
as headaches. Although Lacey FOSTER stated VALENCIA complained of headaches in the
weeks leading up to the fight, Dr. DUTURA observed no membrane forming on the brain
during the autopsy, indicative of a previous subdural head injury.
It was apparent the “Fight Night” event lacked safety protocols similar to those used during
sanctioned amateur boxing matches. Although it was believed by organizers that the event
was not required to be sanctioned under the NSAC rules existing at that time, the fact
multiple participants were not students at the time, may have affected the exemption status
and triggered a violation of NRS 467.170. Considering all information obtained and
reviewed, investigators found no direct evidence any criminal violation occurred, outside of
the NSAC statute noted above, that caused or contributed to the death of Nathan VALENCIA.
Regardless, safety protocols required during sanctioned events were not in place during the
event, which may have reduced the risk or prevented this tragedy.
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LIST OF EXHIBITS
[1] Verification of Eligibility to Act as a Participant
[2] LVMPD SIS Workup Request
[3] UNLV Information Report
[4] ROI James KELLER
[5] ROI Lacey FOSTER
[6] ROI ORTEGA and CASTRO
[7] ROI Daniel CORONA
[8] Ringside Video Footage
[9] ROI Daniel CORSATEA
[10] SEC video footage of event
[11] ROI Gilbert MARTINEZ
[12] Promoter Venue License Agreement
[13] ROI Anthony IORIO
[14] ROI Rayna CONTRERAS
[15] ROI Michael ALVAREZ
[16] ROI Benjamin ELHARRAR
[17] ROI Nikko ESCOBAR
[18] Text message thread between IORIO and GOMEZ
[19] ROI Eutiquio GOMEZ
[20] ROI Dr. Timothy DUTRA
[21] Coroner’s Report of Investigation / Autopsy Report
[22] Sunrise Hospital Medical Records
[23] AMR MediCopy Records
[24] Nevada State Board of Nursing License Verification
[25] OAG Property / Evidence Reports
[26] USA Boxing Rules and Regulations packet
[27] Email Correspondence between USA Boxing and the Local Boxing Committee
[28] NSAC Licensing Verification
[29] ALEMAN photo with gloves
[30] ROI NSAC Boxing Glove and Headgear Inspection
[31] Timeline
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REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of James Keller, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On December 21, 2021, at approximately 1330 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Supervising Criminal Investigator Donch’e King (KING), interviewed James
Keller (KELLER), manager of Sahara Events Center (SEC), located at 800 East Karen Avenue,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. This interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on
November 19, 2021, resulting in the death of Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA). KELLER was
advised of our identities as investigators for the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General
(OAG). It was explained to KELLER that the interview was completely voluntary and that he was
in no way compelled to speak with investigators. KELLER understood and wished to provide a
statement.
KELLER reported there were approximately one hundred people in attendance that night, and
that the Kappa Sigma fraternity ran all operations. KELLER could not recall how many fights
took place but estimated five fights total. Spectators entered and exited the facility through an
entrance on the east side of the building. KELLER left the event shortly after it commenced.
After the fact, KELLER received information from “Dan” (owner of Sahara Events Center) that
the medical personnel who attended to VALENCIA made a comment to the effect of,
VALENCIA appearing to be under the influence of cocaine, due to the presence of excessive
bleeding, as well as the color of VALENCIA’s blood.
No further investigative information was provided.
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Re: Telephonic Interview of Lacey Foster, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On December 29, 2021, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), telephonically interviewed Lacey Foster (FOSTER) (702), girlfriend of
Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA). This interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held
on November 19, 2021, resulting in the death of VALENCIA. After advising FOSTER of my
identity as an investigator for the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG), and
advising her of the Beheler Admonishment, FOSTER voluntarily provided the following
information:
FOSTER and VALENCIA had been in a dating relationship for approximately two and a half
years. Twenty-four hours prior to the event, VALENCIA appeared stressed out about the
upcoming fight and had put a lot of pressure on himself to perform well. FOSTER described
VALENCIA as a “very determined” individual. Other than being stressed out, VALENCIA by all
accounts appeared to be acting like his normal self, according to FOSTER. FOSTER was
unaware of how VALENCIA became selected for the main card. VALENCIA was an avid gym
goer and lifted weights on a regular basis. VALENCIA began attending a boxing gym a month
or so prior to the event, in order to learn the basics of boxing and how to properly defend himself
in the ring. VALENCIA complained to FOSTER about recently suffering from “bad headaches”
as a result of getting hit in the head during these sparring sessions, sessions which resumed up
until one week prior to the event. FOSTER could not recall the name of the boxing gym
VALENCIA attended.
Upon their arrival at the Sahara Events Center (SEC), FOSTER’s first impression was that it
appeared to be an unorganized, “free for all”. FOSTER recalled there being an open bar at the
event. VALENCIA proceeded directly to the locker room to prepare. VALENCIA was provided
gloves and headgear, but FOSTER was unaware who specifically provided this equipment to
VALENCIA.
During one of the initial fights, head gear was observed falling off one of the fighters, yet the
judges and referee allowed the fight to continue. At one point during that fight, the girlfriend of
the fighter who was losing his head gear was observed ringside, attempting to stop the fight as
she was concerned for her boyfriend’s safety.
FOSTER reported VALENCIA had met his opponent, Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN), once
before at a Kappa Sigma flag football game. During the fight, ALEMAN was observed pounding
his head and smiling at VALENCIA, which FOSTER described as ALEMAN being “too hyped
up”. According to FOSTER, VALENCIA appeared to be overly exhausted during the second and
third rounds of the fight, and was attempting to get away from ALEMAN, but the referee failed to
stop the fight. FOSTER described the referee as unprofessional and observed him looking to
the judges multiple times throughout the fight for direction, as if not knowing what he was doing.
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Re: Telephonic Interview of Lacey Foster, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
After the fight, VALENCIA returned to his corner where he subsequently fell unconscious. The
event became hectic, with people calling paramedics and attempting to help VALENCIA by
bringing him water. VALENCIA never regained consciousness.
No further investigative information was provided.
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Re: Interview of Responding EMS personnel, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
incident
On December 30, 2021, at approximately 1412 hours, I, Supervisory Criminal
Investigator Donch’e King (KING), conducted an interview with Maria Sandra Ortega
(ORTEGA - Paramedic) and Jordan Castro (CASTRO – Advanced EMT); employees with
Medic West Ambulance services. The interview was conducted at Medic West offices (9 W
Delhi Ave, North Las Vegas, NV 89032).
Prior to contacting the aforementioned medical staff, this Investigator was made aware
of the following information. On 11/19/2021, ORTEGA and CASTRO were on duty and
dispatched to Kappa Sigma Fight Night (charity boxing event) at the Sahara Events Center
(800 Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89109). While on scene they attended to and
subsequently transported Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA) to Sunrise Hospital where he would
later succumb to his injuries (11/23/2021). VALENCIA was a participant in the main event of
the charity boxing event.
I advised ORTEGA and CASTRO of my identity as a Supervisory Criminal Investigator for
the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG). I advised them that the OAG was
conducting a fact-finding mission aimed at determining the contributing factors that lead to
VALENCIA’s death and how events like this could be prevented from happening in the future.
During the interview, Ortega and Castro provided the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They (ORTEGA, CASTRO and a resident doctor) were dispatched to Sahara Events
Center on 11/19/2021.
They arrived on scene at 2146 HRS.
Initial observations were that the scene was chaotic. Large crowd (approximately 50 –
70 people) were outside of venue and small crowd of people (approximately 30) inside of
venue. Both groups appeared to be intoxicated. There was a large teen presence.
The boxing ring was located in the center of the venue.
Upon entering the venue, they encountered individuals that claimed to be nurses and/or
paramedics. Note – Those individuals were dressed in street clothes and not professional
attire.
There were people inside of the ring attending to VALENCIA. Those individuals appeared
to be intoxicated. Some of these individuals purported themselves to be medical
personnel.
They made contact with VALENCIA at 2147 HRS. VALENCIA was on the mat, on the
inside of the boxing ring.
When they made contact with VALENCIA, he was unconscious and unresponsive but
breathing on his own.
VALENCIA was provided an IV.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Responding EMS personnel, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
incident
• VALENCIA was loaded on a gurney and transported to Sunrise Hospital at 2156 HRS.
Note – Firefighter accompanied Medic West staff on transport.
• At some point, ORTEGA observed that one of VALENCIA’s pupils was larger than the
other.
• Arrived at Sunrise Hospital at 2201 HRS., where they transferred custody of VALENCIA
to hospital staff.
For further information regarding the interview, refer to the audio recording.
N/F
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EXHIBIT 7

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Telephonic Interview of Daniel Corona, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On January 6, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), telephonically interviewed Daniel Corona (CORONA) (702). This interview
was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on November 19, 2021, resulting in the death
of Nathan Valenica (VALENCIA). CORONA was advised of my identity as an investigator for the
State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG). It was explained to CORONA that the
interview was completely voluntary and that he was in no way compelled to speak with
investigators. CORONA understood and wished to provide a statement.
CORONA was VALENCIA’s fraternity brother in Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) and close friend.
Prior to the event, CORONA and VALENCIA signed up to train with Gilbert Martinez
(MARTINEZ) at his boxing gym, located at 7770 Dean Martin Drive, Suite #304, Las Vegas, NV
89139. According to CORONA, these gym sessions consisted of sparring, lifting weights, and
jumping rope. Both men trained with sixteen-ounce boxing gloves.
CORONA stated he had a “weird feeling” upon his arrival at the fight night event. CORONA was
also fighting in the event and was matched up with a twenty-nine-year-old. CORONA observed
drinks being served to underage individuals. Additionally, the referee was drinking at some point
throughout the event.
Prior to VALENCIA's bout, he was seen in the locker room preparing for his fight, shadow boxing.
VALENCIA was thought to be in good health at the time of the event, cutting out all alcohol and
drug use approximately one month prior to the event. CORONA heard rumors that VALENCIA’s
opponent, Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN), was under the influence of an illicit substance at the
time of the fight.
No further investigative information was provided.
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Video File

EXHIBIT 9

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Daniel Corsatea, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On January 18, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER) interviewed Daniel Corsatea
(CORSATEA). CORSATEA is the owner of the Sahara Events Center (SEC), located at 800
East Karen Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. This interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma
Fight Night held on November 19, 2021, resulting in the death of Nathan Valenica (VALENCIA).
CORSATEA was advised of our identities as investigators for the State of Nevada, Office of the
Attorney General (OAG). It was explained to CORSATEA that the interview was completely
voluntary and that he was in no way compelled to speak with investigators. CORSATEA
understood and wished to provide a statement.
CORSATEA reported he had worked with Kappa Sigma fraternity once before on the same
charity boxing event and went on to report having some previous boxing experience himself, as
a promoter and manager of fighters. CORSATEA described the event as classy and well
organized. CORSATEA described the boxers in the event as inexperienced fighters, with little to
no boxing skills. At no time did CORSATEA observe anything that would warrant a stoppage of
VALENCIA’s fight.
Anthony Iorio (IORIO), of Kappa Sigma fraternity was the organizer of the fight (760).
IORIO arranged for three judges, two Emergency Medical Technician’s (EMT), and three nurses
to be on site. CORSATEA denied there being an ambulance on standby and made reference to
this being a “charity boxing fight”. When asked if medical staff were readily identifiable,
CORSATEA again stated this was “not a professional boxing event”.
CORSATEA observed a female fighter’s headgear shifting and coming loose, which
subsequently, the referee stopped the fight, allowing her to adjust it. CORSATEA did not see
this to be a persistent issue throughout the duration of the other fights.
CORSATEA reported that at no time was VALENCIA knocked down in his fight, rather he
collapsed after the conclusion of the bout. After VALENCIA had been attended to by medical
personnel, and as he was exiting on a stretcher, CORSATEA observed VALENCIA’s tongue to
be enlarged and hanging out of his mouth. It was at that point that CORSATEA knew VALENCIA
was in big trouble. One of the nurses that had attended to VALENCIA told CORSATEA she had
observed dry blood in VALENCIA’s nose, which she was of the opinion, through her training and
experience, was indicative of cocaine use.
CORSATEA identified the beverage company working the event as Affairs to Remember. There
were two bartenders in total that evening. Individuals were asked to show their identification at
the door and given wristbands in order to identify underage individuals
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Daniel Corsatea, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
CORSATEA never entered the locker rooms, nor did he inspect any of the boxing gear. A full
video of the fight night event was captured on the SEC surveillance camera, which CORSATEA
offered to give us a copy of.
No further investigative information was provided.
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Video File

EXHIBIT 11

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION

Re: Interview of Gilbert Martinez re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On January 19, 2022, at approximately 1425 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Brent Foster, along
with Criminal Investigator Angela Grant, Interviewed Gilbert Martinez (Martinez) at “Mob
Boxing”, located at 7770 Dean Martin Drive, Unit 304, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Martinez stated that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valencia trained at his boxing gym for approximately two months, frequency being once
a week, sometimes once every two weeks.
Valencia and his friend (Martinez could not recall Valencia’s friends’ name) were both
training at Martinez’ boxing gym.
He asked Valencia and his friend if the boxing event was sanctioned. Valencia and his
friend did not know what “sanctioned” meant.
He asked if referees would be present at the event. Valencia and friend said they didn’t
think so.
He asked if they were going to have weigh-ins. They said no they were going to just be
“matched up” with other fighters.
He told them to make sure they are matched up with someone their own size and with
the same amount of experience, because boxing is not a game. They said they
understood.
He teaches a boxing class at UNLV.
One of Martinez’ students said that the fraternity (Kappa Sigma) has been holding these
charity events for years.
When he holds events at his gym, they are always sanctioned through USA Boxing, and
has the appropriate doctors present to inspect the fighters.
The fighters all must weigh in and must be within five pounds of each other.
The fighters also must be matched up according to experience.
During their training, he had Valencia and his friend spar with experienced fighters at
the gym. He instructed his fighters not to hit them hard, as it was to help Valencia and
his friend get comfortable in the ring.
He provided us with a printout of the days Valencia attended training.
Martinez also indicated that he would classify Valencia’s boxing level as beginner with
no experience.
Valencia was in the ring with Martinez’ fighters “a handful of times”.
At no time did Valencia incur any head injuries while training at Martinez’ gym.
His boss at UNLV told him he knew of the events occurring, and that they were not
affiliated with UNLV.
Any type of event involving boxing/fighting should be regulated by USA Boxing.
By sanctioning these events it would require the events to be regulated, which would
make the event safer.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION

Re: Interview of Gilbert Martinez re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
•

If the event was sanctioned, all fighters would get a physical, a doctor would have to be
present ringside at the event, there would be an ambulance on site, and an experienced
referee would be controlling the matches.

Gilbert Martinez had nothing further to say at this time.
Nothing further to report.
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EXHIBIT 13

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Anthony Iorio re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On January 19, 2022, at approximately 1516 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Brent Foster, along
with Criminal Investigator Angela Grant, Interviewed Anthony Iorio, at
,
Apt.
, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Iorio Stated that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

He wants to help law enforcement in any way.
He is a member of Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
He was the person in charge of organizing the boxing event.
The event was held to raise money for Center Ring Boxing.
Center Ring Boxing supplied the boxing ring, gloves, and headgear for the event.
He thinks the equipment was used, but is not sure.
Boxing ring, gloves and headgear was returned to Center Ring Boxing after the event.
A representative from Center Ring Boxing helping erect the boxing ring the day of the
event at the Sahara Event Center (SEC).
He transported the ring in a U-Haul truck from Center Ring Boxing to the SEC.
Prior to the event, he reached out to all the other fraternities and sororities to solicit
participation in the charity event.
Valencia was one of the first people who expressed interest in participating in the event.
He was at the event the entire night.
He arranged for three nurses to be ringside at the event.
He had no EMTs scheduled at the event, but there happened to be a husband-and-wife
couple who were both EMTs in attendance that night.
The husband is a frat brother of Kappa Sigma.
Before each fight, either he or another executive member of Kappa Sigma would go into
the locker room and get the fighters into the ring.
No official equipment inspections, but Iorio would ask the fighters in the equipment was
good to go before he had them walk out to the ring.
Iorio did not see Valencia during the event until his fight.
He knows Valencia “a little bit” but has brothers in his fraternity that have known him for
a while.
The first time Emmanuel Aleman and Nathan Valencia met was before their fight on the
night of the event.
It was not a grudge match, and no “bad blood” existed between them.
Sole purpose for the event was to raise money for Center Ring Boxing.
Aleman and Valencia spoke before the fight about putting on a good show for the
crowd.
After the fight Aleman and Valencia hugged and said good job to each other.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Anthony Iorio re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
• Shortly thereafter, Valencia went down.
• He watched most of the fight, but was running around working during it.
• Aleman and Valencia are both very popular and very fit.
• Valencia was never knocked down during fight.
• Valencia was warned about hitting Aleman in the back of the head.
• Nobody took any hard hits during the fight.
• He requested assistance with obtaining a referee for the event from Center Ring
Boxing, but there were no referees available due to a conflicting boxing event being
held at the same time.
• Because the referees from Center Ring Boxing were unavailable, an older brother of a
Kappa Sigma member volunteered to referee the fights.
• The volunteer referee trained in Mixed Martial Arts/combat sports for approximately ten
years.
• The referee officiated all fights that night.
• Two of the judges were friends of the referee, and the third was Iorio’s high school
friend.
• Iorio thought Valencia maybe had heat exhaustion, but his conditioned worsened.
• The referee waived the nurses in for help.
• The nurses tried administering first aid to Valencia, but were unsuccessful. Then one
nurse called 911.
• Some people were saying drug use may have been involved in Valencia’s condition.
• Rumors were going around saying Valencia was possibly doing cocaine before the fight.
• His girlfriend is Reyna Contreras, who fought earlier in the night.
• Iorio agreed to send all requested contact information to Criminal Investigator Angela
Grant.
• He will contact Aleman and see if he is willing to speak to us about the fight.
Anthony Iorio had nothing further to say at this time.
Nothing further to report.
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EXHIBIT 14

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Rayna Contreras, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On January 19, 2022, at approximately 1530 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), conducted an interview of
Rayna Contreras (CONTRERAS), at
, Apt.
, Las Vegas, Nevada,
89113. This interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on November 19, 2021,
resulting in the death of Nathan Valenica (VALENCIA). CONTRERAS was advised of our
identities as investigators for the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG). It was
explained to CONTRERAS that the interview was completely voluntary and that she was in no
way compelled to speak with investigators. CONTRERAS understood and wished to provide a
statement.
CONTRERAS was a participant in the fight night and stated the event was “prepared as safely
as possible.” CONTRERAS described her sixteen-ounce gloves feeling like “cushions” and light
on her hands. CONTRERAS did recall becoming overly hot and exhausted during her fight,
which she attributed to the large crowd and her adrenalin rush. At no time during her fight did
CONTRERAS feel unsafe.
CONTRERAS observed VALENCIA’s fight from start to finish, and stated she felt it was “handled
the way it should have been.” It appeared to CONTRERAS that VALENCIA’s opponent,
Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN), was taking on more hits than VALENCIA, and that VALENCIA
was winning the fight. According to CONTRERAS, both VALENCIA and ALEMAN looked to be
physically ok and in no real danger throughout the duration of their fight.
CONTRERAS is a current nursing student at University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and
through her training and experience in the medical field, CONTRERAS’ opinion was that
VALENCIA’s death could have been the result of an undiagnosed, pre-existing condition, or
possible drug use. CONTRERAS observed VALENCIA’s blood pressure to be “one hundred and
sixty-nine over something” when the Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) arrived, which is
when she realized how bad of shape VALENCIA was in.
No further investigative information was provided.
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EXHIBIT 15

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Michael Alvarez, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), conducted an interview of
Michael Alvarez (ALVAREZ), at
, Las Vegas, Nevada 89139. This
interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on November 19, 2021, resulting in
the death of Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA). ALVAREZ was advised of our identities as
investigators for the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG). It was explained to
ALVAREZ that the interview was completely voluntary and that he was in no way compelled to
speak with investigators. ALVAREZ understood and wished to provide a statement.
ALVAREZ was present at the Kappa Sigma Fight Night event, as a cornerman for Sigma Alpha
Epsilon (SAE) fraternity student, Tyler Quinn (QUINN). ALVAREZ was approached by the other
SAE fraternity members that were fighting and was asked to be the cornerman in their fights as
well. ALVAREZ had previously cornered individuals in this same event, two years prior.
ALVAREZ has been boxing since he was five years old and currently trains at Extreme Couture
and Game Changers gyms.
ALVAREZ is an SAE fraternity member but did not know VALENCIA well, as VALENCIA was a
newer member. ALVAREZ spent some time with VALENCIA in the locker room, prior to his fight,
as well as in between the fights that he was cornering. VALENCIA was preparing by putting on
canvas training wraps, and ALVAREZ was holding up mits for VALENCIA. When asked if
VALENCIA was sparring with anyone in the locker room prior to his fight, ALVAREZ stated no,
that he would not have allowed that. ALVAREZ reported that out of all of the SAE fighters,
VALENCIA appeared to be the most skilled.
During the first round of VALENCIA’s fight, both fighters appeared to be landing strikes, but
nothing significant to warrant a stoppage of the fight. When VALENCIA was in the corner after
the first round, he was coherent and acknowledging what ALVAREZ was instructing him to do
in the second round. ALVAREZ was well aware of the fact that the referee that night was not a
licensed referee, and ALVAREZ stated had he observed VALENCIA taking consecutive strikes
to the head, he would have stopped the fight himself. After the second round, VALENCIA was
in his corner and appeared “really gassed” and was breathing heavily. According to ALVAREZ,
VALENCIA did not get knocked down at any point during the fight.
After the fight concluded, VALENCIA returned to his corner and leaned on the ring ropes while
he was trying catch his breath. ALVAREZ and others were trying to get VALENCIA to sit down,
which he subsequently did after a short period of time. VALENCIA was called to the center of
the ring to announce the winner, but VALENCIA would not get up. At that time, a fight broke out
in the crowd and out of worry for ALVAREZ’s ex-girlfriend, ALVAREZ exited the ring to find out
what was going on in the crowd. When ALVAREZ returned to the ring, approximately twenty
seconds later, VALENCIA was laying on the ground. ALVAREZ proceeded to help get people
out of the ring and asked people to get ice. ALVAREZ thought perhaps VALENCIA had a bad
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Michael Alvarez, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
concussion, as observed by VALENCIA’s eyes rolling around and his body twitching. SAE
fraternity member, Benjamin Elharrar (ELHARRAR) entered the ring and tried to help
VALENCIA. Additionally, two women in civilian wear claiming to be nurses, entered the ring to
assist VALENCIA. Ice was placed under VALENCIA’s neck and armpits, and at some point, a
911 call was placed.
ALVAREZ was surprised by VALENCIA’s condition at the conclusion of the fight, as even though
punches were landed, the two fighters were inexperienced, and the impact of those punches
appeared harder than what they really were. Having said that, ALVAREZ stated this was a
reminder to him that it only takes one punch to do significant damage.
ALVAREZ explained there was a Kappa Sigma glove runner who was responsible for retrieving
the gloves at the conclusion of one fight and providing them to the fighters in the next bout. There
were only two pairs of gloves in total and ALVAREZ was told SAE members were not allowed
to use their own gloves. ALVAREZ refused to let VALENCIA wear the headgear provided by
Kappa Sigma, due to the issues fighters were having in previous fights with the headgear
shifting. ALVAREZ provided VALENCIA with his own “Aiba” certified headgear, which he stated
is used at the national level. ALVAREZ produced the actual headgear VALENCIA wore during
the fight and OAG investigators took custody of the headgear.
Due to the fact hand wraps were not checked, ALVAREZ stated it was a possibility that fighters
could have put something in their hand wraps, like a “roll of quarters”. ALVAREZ heard from
various people in the crowd that VALENCIA’s opponent, Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN) was
“crazy” and “takes medicine”.
No further investigative information was provided.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Benjamin Elharrar, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1500 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), conducted an interview of
Benjamin Elharrar (ELHARRAR), at
, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89135. This
interview was regarding the Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on November 19, 2021, resulting in
the death of Nathan Valenica (VALENCIA). ELHARRAR was advised of our identities as
investigators for the State of Nevada, Office of the Attorney General (OAG). It was explained to
ELHARRAR that the interview was completely voluntary and that he was in no way compelled
to speak with investigators. ELHARRAR understood and wished to provide a statement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ELHARRAR is a Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) fraternity member and one of VALENCIA’s
closest friends.
Referee did not appear to know what he was doing and was drinking.
No bell to notify stoppage of fight.
Event was very unorganized and unprofessional.
During Tyler Quinn’s (QUINN) fight he was pushed over the ropes and the referee failed
to stop the fight.
Prior to his fight, VALENCIA was observed in the locker room drinking water and listening
to music, appearing to be “zoned in” for his fight.
VALENCIA trained two months prior to the event with a boxing coach, and cut out all
marijuana, alcohol and nicotine use.
Michael Alvarez (ALVAREZ) taped/wrapped hands and applied gloves to VALENCIA.
No one checked gloves.
Emmanuel Aleman (ALEMAN) had gloves on upwards of 45 minutes prior to his fight.
Nothing ELHARRAR observed during VALENCIA’s fight made him think VALENCIA
would collapse after the fight concluded.
VALENCIA tried to catch his breath after the fight, putting his hands on ELHARRAR’s
shoulders and leaning over the ropes. ELHARRAR offered VALENCIA water.
Argument in crowd broke out just behind VALENCIA’s corner.
VALENCIA was called to the middle of the ring to announce the winner, as he was
stumbling and subsequently collapsed.
VALENCIA had a seizure and ELHARRAR asked for medical help.
ELHARRAR called VALENCIA’s father while another friend was on the phone with the
police.
Two older hispanic women claiming to be nurses, entered the ring to attempt to help
VALENCIA.
15-20 minutes before paramedics arrive.
ELHARRAR was confident that if the event was organized and professional, VALENCIA
would still be alive.
Kapa Sigma fraternity members working the event were under the influence of cocaine
and offered ELHARRAR cocaine in the bathroom.
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Re: Interview of Benjamin Elharrar, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
• ALEMAN was beating his chest and jumping around in the ring and did not appear to get
tired.
• ALEMAN had no prior fighting experience.
• VALENCIA had to drop 15-20lbs to fight ALEMAN.
• ELHARRAR believed there was foul play.
• ALEMAN did not appear to give VALENCIA any significant blows to cause brain damage.
• Suspicious of ALEMAN’s wraps/gloves.
• In a previous fight, Daniel Corona (CORONA) was lied to about his opponent’s age (29)
and fighting history.
• ALEMAN looked too relaxed prior to the fight, as if he had an advantage.
• ELHARRAR was confident that ALEMAN either ingested an illegal substance prior to the
fight, or packed his gloves.
• News segment with ALEMAN’s lawyer portrayed VALENCIA and ALEMAN as friends, but
they only met once. Screen shot text messages shared were not personal messages
between the two, but rather a large group text message thread.
• VALENCIA’s gloves and headgear were provided by the event. Headgear was not of
professional quality and was observed falling off of other fighters.
• VALENCIA loved his boxing training sessions and was very disciplined.
• Rumors of VALENCIA doing cocaine came from Kappa Sigma members. VALENCIA
never used cocaine.
• VALENCIA did not mention any significant head injuries during sparring sessions.
• No knowledge of prior head injury.
• ALEMAN was of very small stature and needed an advantage.
• VALENCIA was extremely fit, strong, and in great health.
• ELHARRAR had attended this event on three sperate occasions and prior times the event
appeared much more professional and organized. Referee was wearing a gi and stopped
multiple fights in those previous events.
• No mention on social media regarding charity proceeds from these events.
• No carding of underage people and only one security guard from Kappa Sigma present.
• ELHARRAR and friends followed the ambulance to the hospital. Approximately one hour
later VALENCIA’s father advised VALENCIA was brain dead.
No further investigative information was provided.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Nikko Escobar re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On February 12, 2022, at approximately 1621 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Brent Foster,
along with Criminal Investigator Angela Grant, Interviewed Nikko Escobar at
, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Escobar stated that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

He and Benjamin Elharrar went to the fight together
They walked in during the second or third fight
Saw the headgear on one fighter kept spinning on his head
It appeared the referee did not know what he was doing
He first saw Valencia during the fight before Valencia’s fight
Noticed no one was checking gloves before the fight
Observed Valencia’s opponent with his hands already wrapped way before their fight
He, Elharrar and a few of their other friends were in Valencia’s corner
Before the fight, he was in the locker room with Valencia
In the locker room, Valencia was “tuned in” and ready for the fight
During first round “Valencia is gassed, he’s just tired but still really able to fight”
During the second round Valencia is still tired
During third round, Valencia takes some shots but is still able to fight, doesn’t notice any
“power punches” hitting Valencia
He noticed Valencia’s nose starts to bleed
Valencia looks exhausted at this point
Valencia is just running around trying to catch his breath
At the end of fight, Valencia is “out of it” and cannot make it to the center of the ring to
announce the winner
Valencia tried to sit down on stool, but then falls over on the ground
People swarm into the ring to render aid
He thinks Valencia is just dehydrated
Valencia starts shaking as if having a seizure
No one came into ring to help
No real medical assistance ringside
Medics finally arrive
Valencia starts vomiting but unresponsive
No big punches stood out to him, and didn’t think that he could suffer that type of injury
when using gloves and headgear
He thought Valencia would go to hospital, get fluids, and be fine
He thinks there was some sort of foul play on the part of Aleman
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) are very competitive with each other
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Nikko Escobar re: Kappa Sigma Fight Night
• Kappa Sigma won first fight against SAE
• SAE won second fight against Kappa Sigma
• There was a lot of hype about the last fight because both fraternities each had one win
against the other
• Valencia’s fight was the final fight between the two fraternities
• He feels Kappa Sigma would do anything to win that last fight
• He feels Aleman had increasing energy throughout the fight, and thought he may be on
something to give him that energy
• Valencia was in excellent shape, but was gassed
• He thinks Aleman used a different pair of gloves than every other fighter
• All fights used the same two pairs of gloves throughout the event, except Aleman
• Valencia never got hurt during training for the event
• Valencia stopped all alcohol/nicotine/drugs to prepare for this event
• There are no known fights, accidents, or injuries that Valencia was involved in, to his
knowledge
• Referee was not experienced
• Noticed Valencia started throwing looping punches once he got tired
Escobar had nothing further to say at this time. We asked him to ask any other friends or
people they know that were present at the event to contact us, and furnished him with our
contact information.
Nothing further to report.
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EXHIBIT 18

EXHIBIT 19

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Eutiquio Gomez, regarding Kappa Sigma Fight Night
On February 17, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), conducted an interview of
Eutiquio Gomez (GOMEZ), at the office of the Attorney General (OAG), located at 555 E.
Washington Avenue, Suite 3900, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. This interview was regarding the
Kappa Sigma Fight Night held on November 19, 2021, resulting in the death of Nathan Valenica
(VALENCIA). After advising GOMEZ of our identities as investigators for the State of Nevada,
OAG, GOMEZ voluntarily provided the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOMEZ took over as president of Center Ring Boxing (CRB) in 2019 and since that time,
he had never worked with Kappa Sigma. GOMEZ was unaware if CRB had been the
beneficiary of a Kappa Sigma event in previous years.
GOMEZ provided the gloves and headgear loaned to Kappa Sigma for the fight night.
Anthony Iorio (IORIO) with Kappa Sigma reached out to GOMEZ and stated Kappa
Sigma’s intention to donate all proceeds of the event to CRB.
IORIO requested one ring, two sets of gloves and headgear. Additionally, IORIO inquired
about a referee and judges. GOMEZ provided IORIO with Russ Black’s (BLACK) phone
number, with the Nevada Local Boxing Committee (LBC).
IORIO recontacted GOMEZ stating he called BLACK and left a message regarding a
referee and judges for the event, but never received a call back.
CRB’s donated ring was left for pickup behind the rear of the building.
GOMEZ’s son assisted in setting up the ring at the Sahara Events Center (SEC). No CRB
representatives were present during the fights.
The day after the fight, the ring and all gear was dropped back off to CRB. GOMEZ was
unaware of the incident involving VALENCIA.
Kappa Sigma attempted to handover a check for $10,400 to CRB. GOMEZ directed
Kappa Sigma to give the money to VALENCIA’s family.

No further investigative information was provided.
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EXHIBIT 20

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Interview of Dr. Timothy Dutra, regarding Kappa Sigma fight night footage.
On March 9, 2022, at approximately 1400 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant (GRANT),
along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), conducted an interview of Dr. Timothy
Dutra (DUTRA), at the Clark County Coroner’s office, located at 1704 Pinto Lane, Las Vegas,
Nevada, 89106. This interview was regarding ringside video footage of Nathan Valencia’s
(VALENCIA) boxing match, which was provided to DUTRA on February 16, 2022. DUTRA
voluntarily provided the following information:
•
•
•

•

DUTRA said he watched the video footage, and in his medical opinion, the injuries
VALENCIA suffered are indeed consistent with blows he sustained during the fight.
DUTRA’s original autopsy report/findings and cause of death (blunt force head trauma)
which were listed on VALENCIA’s death certificate, will remain unchanged.
DUTRA explained that a previous subdural head injury would have resulted in a
membrane forming on the brain, which was not present at the time of VALENCIA’s
autopsy. As a result, DUTRA found no need to request further testing from a
neuropathologist and subsequently described this as a “straightforward case”.
DUTRA reported VALENCIA’s injuries to be consistent with acute head trauma, and that
a previous head injury would have been accompanied by “obvious symptoms”, such as
headaches.

No further investigative information was provided.
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EXHIBIT 21

EXHIBIT 22

Contains Confidential Medical Records

EXHIBIT 23

Contains Confidential Medical Records

EXHIBIT 24

EXHIBIT 25

EXHIBIT 26

Copyright USA Boxing
Available at https://www.teamusa.org//media/USA Boxing/2020-Refresh/2022--Jan/Rulebook-Revison124.pdf?la=en&hash=2355546F43CDB5B
BFCDABB87D6FAE8044444CAB6
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Shaun S. Bowen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angela J. Grant
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 1:58 PM
Joel Bekker
Judges Names

Hello Again,
Are you able to run these names with USA Boxing to see if any of them are registered?
Thanks!
•

Judges Michael Erbst, Greg Johnson and Matthew Houchins

Angela J. Grant
Criminal Investigator
State of NV-Office of the Attorney General
Bureau of Criminal Justice, Fraud Unit
555 E. Washington Ave. #3900
Las Vegas, NV, 89101
Phone: 702-486-8027
Fax 702-486-3768
agrant@ag.nv.gov

1

Shaun S. Bowen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angela J. Grant
Tuesday, March 1, 2022 2:00 PM
Joel Bekker
Ref Eisenhauer

Also, Christopher Eisenhauer as a ref as well. I know he won’t be in there but to check this off the list.
Thanks,
Angela J. Grant
Criminal Investigator
State of NV-Office of the Attorney General
Bureau of Criminal Justice, Fraud Unit
555 E. Washington Ave. #3900
Las Vegas, NV, 89101
Phone: 702-486-8027
Fax 702-486-3768
agrant@ag.nv.gov

1

Shaun S. Bowen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Bekker
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 9:58 AM
Angela J. Grant
RE: Ref Eisenhauer

No one on the list has any license with NSAC, including Eisenhauer.
Joel
From: Angela J. Grant <AGrant@ag.nv.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2022 2:00 PM
To: Joel Bekker <jbekker@ag.nv.gov>
Subject: Ref Eisenhauer
Also, Christopher Eisenhauer as a ref as well. I know he won’t be in there but to check this off the list.
Thanks,
Angela J. Grant
Criminal Investigator
State of NV-Office of the Attorney General
Bureau of Criminal Justice, Fraud Unit
555 E. Washington Ave. #3900
Las Vegas, NV, 89101
Phone: 702-486-8027
Fax 702-486-3768
agrant@ag.nv.gov

1

Shaun S. Bowen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Bekker
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 2:46 PM
Angela J. Grant
RE: Question for you

No such person licensed with NSAC
From: Angela J. Grant <AGrant@ag.nv.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Joel Bekker <jbekker@ag.nv.gov>
Subject: RE: Question for you
Thank you. Can we run this name as well?
Lyn Julian
Thanks!
From: Joel Bekker <jbekker@ag.nv.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:31 PM
To: Angela J. Grant <AGrant@ag.nv.gov>
Cc: Brent T. Foster <BFoster@ag.nv.gov>
Subject: RE: Question for you

As per my request, the staff at NSAC ran a search through their database and the name with spelling you
provided is not showing up as a licensee.
Regards,
Joel

From: Angela J. Grant <AGrant@ag.nv.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Joel Bekker <jbekker@ag.nv.gov>
Cc: Brent T. Foster <BFoster@ag.nv.gov>
Subject: Question for you
Hi Joel,
How would I find out if Daniel Corsatea is licensed by NSAC to promote/train fighters?
Thanks,
Angela J. Grant
Criminal Investigator
State of NV-Office of the Attorney General
1

Bureau of Criminal Justice, Fraud Unit
555 E. Washington Ave. #3900
Las Vegas, NV, 89101
Phone: 702-486-8027
Fax 702-486-3768
agrant@ag.nv.gov

2

EXHIBIT 29

EXHIBIT 30

STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Nevada State Athletic Commission Glove and Headgear Inspection.
On March 28, 2022, at approximately 1500 hours, I, Criminal Investigator Angela Grant
(GRANT), along with Criminal Investigator Brent Foster (FOSTER), met with Jeff Mullins
(MULLINS), Executive Director of the Nevada State Athletic Commission (NSAC), along with
Alex Ybarra (YBARRA), Chief Inspector of NSAC, Aldo Galvan (GALVAN), NSAC
Inspector/Amateur Boxing Official, and Russ Black (BLACK), NSAC Inspector/Nevada Amateur
Boxing Board Vice President. Hereinafter I will refer to this group of NSAC agents as “the team”.
FOSTER and I brought the two sets of headgear and gloves provided to us by Center Ring
Boxing, as well as the red “Adidas” brand headgear worn by Nathan Valencia (VALENCIA), and
provided to us by Michael Alvarez (ALVAREZ), to the NSAC office for inspection. All gloves and
headgear were visually and physically inspected, which included weighing each glove, by the
team.
Upon inspection, the following information was provided:
•

•

•

•

Evidence Item #1 (“Adidas” brand boxing headgear worn by VALENCIA): Upon
inspection, MULLINS stated that this item was in good condition. He further confirmed
that the hologram sticker affixed to the item verified that it was certified by USA Boxing
for competition.
Evidence Item #2 (“Ringside” brand headgear and one pair of “9 Dragons” brand boxing
gloves): Upon inspection, MULLINS stated that the headgear was in good condition, but
on the cheaper side, and not approved for competition. The gloves are intended for
training, not competition. However, training gloves have more padding and should
theoretically be safer for unskilled fighters. The right glove weighed 15.5 ounces, and the
left glove weighed 15.6 ounces. Both gloves appeared to have ample padding, and no
deformities.
Evidence Item #3 (“Ringside” brand headgear and one pair of “9 Dragons” brand boxing
gloves): Upon inspection, MULLINS stated that the headgear was in good condition, but
on the cheaper side, and not approved for competition. The gloves are intended for
training, not competition. However, training gloves have more padding and should
theoretically be safer for unskilled fighters. The right glove weighed 15.0 ounces, and the
left glove weighed 15.1 ounces. Both gloves appeared to have ample padding, and no
deformities.
A still image of VALENCIA’s opponent, Emmanual Aleman (ALEMAN), was provided to
the team. The image portrayed ALEMAN in his corner wearing readily visible “Everlast”
brand boxing gloves. The team agreed ALEMAN’s gloves appeared to be between 14
and 16 ounces and would not have provided any significant advantage in the match, in
comparison with the “9 Dragons” gloves used by VALENCIA. It should be noted that to
this date, ALEMANs gloves have not been recovered, therefore we are unable to inspect
his equipment.
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STATE OF NEVADA
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION
REPORT OF INFORMATION
Re: Nevada State Athletic Commission Glove and Headgear Inspection.
• We provided the ringside video footage of VALENCIA’s fight to the team. Upon review of
the footage, BLACK stated that due to the numerous blows to VALENCIA’s head, which
resulted in his head snapping backward, he would have given VALENCIA multiple
“standing 8 counts”. BLACK further stated that according to USA Boxing rules, a
maximum of three “standing 8 counts” in a round, and a total of four “standing 8 counts”
in a match, would ultimately result in a stoppage of the fight. BLACK reiterated that based
on what he saw, he probably would have stopped the fight. He further stated however,
that other referees may have not stopped the fight.
• Information was received that VALENCIA had lost upwards of fifteen to twenty pounds to
“make weight” for the fight. YBARRA voiced his concern over this significant weight loss
and explained that when someone loses an extreme amount of weight so quickly, some
of that weight loss is loss of water around the brain. Losing a significant amount of water
surrounding the brain could have played a part in the injuries sustained by VALENCIA.
• The team concluded that upon inspection of all gloves and headgear, they did not find
anything of concern with the equipment.
No further investigative information was provided.
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